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When safety is paramount
whose valves do you rely on?

ASCO Numatics valves are used in medical and analytical
equipment worldwide. Built with reliability in mind, they
are the safe option whether safeguarding premature
babies or safeguarding the lives of plant personnel.
For Safety Instrumented Systems we
offer 1oo1 pilot valves, 1oo2 pilot valves
with redundant valves or coils, and 2oo2
redundant control systems – available
with single certified pilot valves or in a
compact Actuator Control System. We
also offer an extensive range of hazardous area certification
for all world areas. That is why ASCO Numatics is the valve
supplier of choice on process plants around the world.
For more information call 01695 713 600, e-mail
enquiries.asconumatics.uk@emerson.com or
visit www.asconumatics.eu

The Emerson logo is a trademark and a service mark of Emerson Electric Co.
The ASCO logo is a registered trademark of ASCO Valve Inc. © 2015 ASCO. All rights reserved.
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BVAA® and VALVEuser® are registered
trademarks.
DISCLAIMER
The publishers endeavour to ensure the
accuracy of the contents of VALVEuser.
However the publishers do not warrant
the accuracy and completeness of
the material in VALVEuser and cannot
accept responsibility for any error and
subsequent claims made by any third
parties. The contents of VALVEuser
should not be construed as professional
advice and the publishers disclaim
liability for any loss, howsoever
caused, arising directly or indirectly
from reliance on the information in
VALVEuser.
COPYRIGHT
All rights reserved. All material
(including without limitation
photographs) in VALVEuser, unless
clearly indicated to the contrary, may
not be reproduced in any format and
in any circumstances without the prior
written consent of the publishers.
Editor: Rob Bartlett FIAM
rob@bvaa.org.uk
BVAA Ltd
1A Banbury Business Village
Noral Way, Banbury OX16 2SB (UK)
Tel: (0)1295 221270
Fax: (0)1295 258893
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
Web: www.bvaa.org.uk
VALVEuser® is a controlled circulation
magazine, free of charge to genuine
users of valves, actuators and related
products and at the discretion of
BVAA Ltd.
Cover: PEGL Receives Queens Award
For International Trade
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There can be few in the
industry not aware of the dire
straits in which the oil and
gas industry finds itself and
most especially on the UK
Continental Shelf (UKCS).

T

housands have lost their jobs in and
the impact has driven hard and wide
in the valve industry too.

Despite the paucity of exploration drilling,
there is however still some business to
be had, but at C. $50 per barrel, it’s a
whole new ball game in terms of how that
business is done, and no doubt a lot of
competitive bidding… or is there?
I’ve had several conversations recently with
some of the UKCS operators. These were
intriguing, revealing conversations, and
obviously largely confidential, but they have
shone a light on some of the challenges they
face, and the sometimes uniquely issueridden and unhelpful way in which valve
business is sometimes carried out.
Most operators, or the Engineering &
Procurement Contractors (EPCs) they
engage, will create an Approved Vendors List
(AVL). At some point some effort will have
been put into researching and creating this
AVL, and a small selection of suppliers will
have been engaged for each valve type.
However, via a combination of pressures of
time, money, and it has to be said sometimes
capability, these lists - and the specifications
used - can become inflexible, set in concrete,
not adapting to prevailing conditions.
Valves have become ‘pinch points’ and
issues put to me include (often very) late
delivery, incorrect delivery, incorrect
paperwork and failure in service – the latter
being a huge concern. I was able to take
solace from the fact my members’ and their
distribution channels were largely not cited
as villains of the piece.

You might expect me to gloat at this
point over the failings of ‘non-British’
companies but there is a more serious
problem... Our customers have seemingly
corralled themselves into arrangements
where they feel they have little choice but
to submit to the poor service - and the
high cost.
The reluctance to move away from the AVL
is endemic. I’ve been told on more than
one occasion that the AVL is sacrosanct,
but can I help in reducing the valve costs?
Firstly the companies causing these
woes are typically outside the UK and
BVAA’s jurisdiction and secondly their
intermediaries are often also not my
members.
What I CAN cite however is recent
examples of where customers have
bitten the bullet and engaged a UK valve
business, and got a quality product, at a
competitive price, on a rapid lead time.
Smiles all round and problem solved… but
still the ‘official’ AVL remains unchanged!
There has to be a holistic approach to
cutting costs, and there’s little point in
gaining 10% off your valve purchase price
when you have little confidence in the
supplier’s promises, your plant is idle and
haemorrhaging cash. Time for a fresh
approach and a refresh of the AVLs?
BVAA would welcome dialogue, both
individually and collectively with operators
and EPCs, in making valve procurement a
saner, considerably less painful exercise
to all concerned.

World Class
Independent Valve
& Actuator Training
One-day training courses from leading
industry professionals. Independent courses.
No sales pitch, just quality, technical training.
Training Courses
•

Introduction to Valves

•

PED / ATEX

•

Introduction to Valve Actuators

•

SILs

•

Control Valves

•

Introduction to Hydraulics

•

Safety Valves

•

Introduction to Pneumatics

•

Valves – Advanced Level

•

Combatting Corrosion

Training Venues
Banbury, Brighouse, Aberdeen, Worksop

For full details on each course, visit:
www.bvaa.org.uk/training_courses.asp
British Valve and Actuator Association Limited
1A Banbury Office Village
Noral Way
Banbury OX16 2SB
Tel: +44 (0)1295 221 270 | Fax: +44 (0)1295 258 893
Email: enquiry@bvaa.org.uk | Web: www.bvaa.org.uk

BOOK NOW!

enquiry@bvaa.org.uk
01295 221270
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BVAA And Members At Offshore Europe
BVAA Took Its Usual Stand At Offshore
Europe 2015 (OE15), Which Was Held
At The AECC, Aberdeen Last Week.

T

he show, long established as one
of the most popular exhibitions
within the Oil and Gas industry was
anticipated with interest by many, not
least to see how the recent challenges
facing the industry would affect its North
Sea showpiece event.
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From the BVAA’s perspective, it was
fantastic to catch up with circa 90 member
companies. We value the chance to talk
with members about business very highly
and are always delighted to assist in any
way we can. OE15 provided generous
opportunity for both, so from our point of

view can be counted as a success. This is
before we quantify the enquiries gained
both for membership and for our new
Aberdeen training courses which are
running this November. We were also able
to promote the Oil and Gas special edition
of Valve User Magazine.
The reports from members who exhibited
has shown a mixed level of success. Many
did, however, gain enquiries and orders,
which affirms that there is still business to
be won in the North Sea. The official show
visitor numbers, released by SPE state
there were 55,947 through the doors over
the four days. At those numbers the show
ranks as the second busiest ever.

NEWS

BVAA Members At Offshore Europe 2015
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A New Book On
Valve Actuators
by Chris Warnett
An up to date and comprehensive
introduction to the design, selection,
sizing, and application of today’s valve
and damper actuators.

T

his new book is intended as a guide for automated
valve end users, engineers and valve industry
professionals that need to understand valve
actuators. It describes the various types of electric
and fluid powered actuators in terms of design, power
supplies, controls and sizing.
The reader is taken through the logical steps of selecting
the correct actuator for their application, including
isolating, modulating and fail safe variations.
There are sections on matching actuators to new valves
and also retrofitting actuators to existing valves.
Examples of where actuators are found in various
industrial applications and a comprehensive technical
appendix make this book a valuable reference manual.

10% Discount for BVAA Members!
10% discount for is now available at www.createspace.
com/5327931 using code TXTMBQCY

“This book covers the many and
varied types of actuator designs.
It helps users understand the type
of actuator which is suitable for a
particular valve and application.
This is an easy to access reference
work on all you will ever need to
know about valve actuators.”
Bill Whiteley
Chairman Spirax Sarco Engineering Plc
and former CEO Rotork Plc
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“This book should be on every
engineer’s bookshelf that works
in the process or process
control industry. It provides
the link between the valve
and the process. The reader
is led through the process of
application, selection, sizing,
system design and specifying
of the actuator.”
Edward Stillwell,
PE Control System Engineer

“An amazing job of explaining
and illustrating actuators, and
of course the engineering
principles. We need engineering
books like this: ones that
explain engineering in a well
written and digestible form.”
Sir James Dyson

NEWS

BVAA Technical Expert Group
(TEG) On Sils Gets Underway

Members of the BVAA Technical Expert
Group (TEG) on Safety Integrity Levels (SILs)
met for the group’s inaugural meeting on
8th October 2015 in Banbury.

W

e had six attendees from a variety of valve and actuator
manufacturers. Due to the excellent contributions from all
participants, we made rapid progress as we reviewed the
Terms of Reference provided by the TEG management committee,
shared our experiences of the practical issues involved with SILs,
and then set about identifying how best to address the needs.
Referring to the BVAA TEG flow chart for how a TEG works (see the
last Valve User Magazine issue, page 12), we kept in mind the types
of deliverables that would be most appropriate for our group.
We all felt that there was a need for better education across the
supply chain, particularly in terms of what SIL-related information
is required and how it should be presented to assist the final safety
assessor of the delivered package. For example, if the reliability
information is not complete, traceable to a verified source, or

presented according to the architectural configuration used,
there will be compliance problems later in the project resulting in
contractual delays and additional costs.
Overall, the group felt that a practical guide was necessary aimed
at those involved with preparing a bid and the associated design
information in response to a customer request for ‘SIL capability’.
The guidance should deal with the problems associated with the
typical contractual arrangements found in larger scale projects
in the oil and gas and process sectors. It would complement the
existing BVAA ‘Guidelines on the interpretation of BS EN 61508 for
the valve and actuator industry’ (available from the BVAA website,
publications page) which focuses on the technical requirements
from the standard. (We also recognised the need to augment this
document with BS EN 61511 aspects). Furthermore, we will be
ensuring the BVAA SILs training course is kept fully up to date with
the outcomes from this TEG.
By the end of the meeting we had a framework for the target guidance
document with section headings and sub-topics identified which
will be developed by the group over the next few months. If this can
assist in producing a more consistent and uniform approach to how
SILs are handled in the valve and actuator supply chain then this
will be a real step forward for the industry. We shall be informing
readers of progress as it happens, so watch this space!
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HSP Win
Scottish Golf Day
We are beginning to notice some trends following BVAA’s
Fourth Annual Scottish Customer Golf Day, which was
held at Inverurie Golf Club, Aberdeenshire on Thursday 24th
September. We have been fortunate with the Autumnal
Aberdeen weather each year, and the 2015 event was no
exception as the 10 teams teed off in glorious crisp sunshine.

W

e have also been treated to some
spectacular golf, particularly
given the occasional nature of
many of the player’s playing schedules.
Again this year provided some very high
scoring, and some great quality of play.

topsy-turvy golf form as he helped his BEL
Valves team to the wooden-spoon and booby
prize, having won best individual player at
the BVAA event in May. The BEL team did
accrue a perfectly respectable 82 points,
which shows the quality of golf on the day.

HSP finished top of the pile, as they did at
the 2013 event. The team, which was made
up of Roddy Philp, Derrick Mackenzie,
Gordon McNair and Jamie May, notched
up an impressive 97 points from the two
from four scoring standard Stableford
format. Indeed, 6 of the 10 teams who took
part broke the 90 point barrier on the wellkept Inverurie course. The remainder of
the podium was made up of Denholm Valve
Care and Cameron, who both finished on
95 points, a total which would have won
many a BVAA golf day. Denholm eventually
scooped the 2nd prize based on countback,
and were grateful to a last minute
replacement in their team as Severn’s Alan
Wright made up the four-ball.

While many of BVAA’s golfing trends were
followed, we did have two BVAA golf firsts
at the event. The field included our first lady
golfer (much to Member Services Manager
Karen’s delight), and also included the
first ever national champion to take part
in a BVAA golf event. Both these accolades
belong to Sheena Wood, Scottish Ladies
Veteran’s Champion and member of the
Schoolhill Hydraulics team. Sheena put in
a fine performance, winning longest drive
and helping her team to 93 points.
The prizes on the day were completed by
Valve Solution’s Dave Martin who won the
nearest the pin prize with a lovely shot to
6 feet on the par three 10th.

BVAA board representative on the day was
vice-chair Rhys Jones, who continued his

The most important trend which continued
on the day was the BVAA tradition of
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friendship and fun at our golf days. While
there was some high scoring, the events
remain open to players of all abilities, and a
welcoming atmosphere waits for all who take
part. This event was no exception, and our
grateful thanks go to the sponsors: Colson
X-Cel, GPEC ATV and Schoolhill Hydraulics;
who helped make the day possible.

Event Sponsors

NEWS

BVAA’s Mad Hatters
How far can you go wearing a BVAA Hat?

Competition 1

Competition 2

Here’s Terry Little of Kinetrol using his BVAA hat to keep the sun
out of his eyes. Can you tell where Terry is? The first* correct
answer to rob@bvaa.org.uk wins a £50 donation to the charity of
your choice.

Valve User Magazine Editor Rob Bartlett and his walking pole
have battled the treacherous looking terain to reach… well,
where? Be the first* to tell us at rob@bvaa.org.uk to win a £50
donation to the charity of your choice.

*Individuals may enter both competitions, but no individual may win both.

Charity Event? Hat up!

New Members

If you are planning an event for charity, take a picture in a BVAA
hat and we’ll donate £50 to the cause. BVAA hats available free of
charge on request to isobel@bvaa.org.uk

The following companies have joined BVAA since our last issue:

On The Move
Jimmy Phillips, BVAA’s Marketing
& Communications Manager, is
alas leaving BVAA to join the Fire
Protection Association. BVAA
Director Rob Bartlett comments,

‘We are really sorry to see Jimmy leave us, as in his two and a
half years with BVAA he’s made a tremendous impact on our
marketing and comms activities, and notably in his role as subEditor of this magazine. He has also been great fun to work
with. He will especially be missed from our BVAA Golf Days,
where as a perennial ‘last-place’ finisher his offer to play for
incomplete golf teams has proved a great incentive for teams to
arrive with a full complement! We wish him all the very best and
hope he continues to remain in contact with his many friends in
the industry.’
N.B. Rob Bartlett rob@bvaa.org.uk and Isobel Goldthorpe
isobel@bvaa.org.uk will assume Jimmy’s responsibilities.
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Alpine Metal Tech Joins BVAA
Alpine Metal Tech UK, the Staffordshire based
manufacturer of specialist industrial machinery
heavy duty valves, has joined BVAA.

T

he company has taken the move following the growing
popularity of the range of valves originally developed for
use in the company’s own special purpose machinery for
the metallurgical industry. As the valves have proved ideal for
use in a range of industries, Managing Director Graham Morris
hopes to widen the company’s profile through BVAA membership,
he commented:

‘We have been designing and manufacturing our own valves
for years now. They work excellently and those who have used
them have been very impressed. We hope that through BVAA
membership we can begin to spread the good news about these
British engineered valves a little further.’
Alpine Metal Tech UK are part of the Alpine Metal Tech Group of
companies and comes under the Gega product brand division.
Alpine Metal Tech is a world market leader in the field of product
identification and special purpose machinery for the metallurgical
industry and for aluminium wheel production. Gega is the leading
brand in the field of autogenous technology for cutting, scarfing
and preheating in the steel industry.
At their base in Burton upon Trent, under the Gega product brand,
Alpine Metal Tech UK design and manufacture a range of high
strength, heavy duty valves especially suitable for use in arduous
conditions. These valves are used on machinery, within the steel
for print.pdf
13/08/2015
14:58:16range includes: solenoid
industry,Score
all Training
over Ad
the
world.1 The
product

Graham Morris (left) and Geoff Leese
pose with their BVAA plaque and some of
the valves in the Alpine Metal Tech range

valves, needle valves, gas regulators, dome loaded regulators plus
specially designed process valves such as gas control units and
gas flow controllers. As many of these valves are used on Oxygen/
Gas cutting systems, all valves are produced to enable their use
with Oxygen. This involves specialized cleaning and degreasing of
all components and then the use of special ‘oxygen safe’ grease
and fluid during assembly.
As well as producing the Gega valve range, Alpine Metal Tech UK
also design and supply complete Gas Control Panels and offer
repair and refurbishment services.

Alpine Metal Tech
Tel: 01283 548848
Web: www.alpinemetaltech.com
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DNV Approved Products
In Partnership With Haitima

Stainless Steel Ball Valves fitted
with a Pneumatic Actuator

Stainless Steel Flanged PN16 2 Piece
Full Bore Direct Mount Ball Valve

Stainless Steel Full Bore Valves (Screwed or Weld End)

Contact Hydravalve to find out more about the
products...
www.hydravalve.co.uk

Tel: 01902 637263

sales@hydravalve.co.uk

@hydravalve
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Kent Introl
Bids a Final
Farewell to
its Founder,
Ed Singleton
Leading British valve engineer
and founder of KOSO Kent Introl,
Edward Singleton has died aged
90, after a short illness.

T

he news comes relatively soon after Ed announced his total
retirement earlier in 2015 from the firm he had founded back
in 1967, and which he had faithfully served for 47 years.

Edward, known to all as Ed, originally stepped down from the
position of Managing Director of Kent Introl in 1990, acting in a
consultancy capacity for the company until recently. With his work
ethic no less evident than during his years in charge, Ed was
regularly seen at his desk in the company’s Brighouse head office
during his tenure as consultant.
In this time, he wrote a series of white papers, and in 2013 published
a book, A specifier’s guide to control valves: Optimal performance in
petrochemical and power plant. A chartered engineer and a Fellow
of the Institute of Mechanical Engineers, he represented the UK on
the IEC International Control Valve Standards Committee between
1990 and 2004, remaining as a corresponding member thereafter.
He was actively involved in the company’s purchase by KOSO in
2005, and ongoing development of the relationship with the group,
in particular with Takashi "Ike" Ikegaya, founder and Chairman of
the KOSO Group of Companies, who himself is retiring in 2015.
Ed began his working life in 1941 as an apprentice at
Blakeborough’s, Brighouse, where he combined work with
studies and after being granted a leave of study absence of two
years he completed a degree in Engineering (London University).
On returning to the company he rose to the position of MD of the
Blakeborough control valve division in 1952. Seeing the opportunity
to fill a gap in the market, Ed founded Introl Ltd in 1967. By 1976,
the company moved into the first of a series of factories on the
Brighouse site they still occupy today. The occasion was marked by
a visit from Prime Minister Harold Wilson; later the Duke of Kent
also visited the pioneering facility.
14 | WINTER 2015

Edward ‘Ed’ Singleton
the founder of Kent Introl

Ed’s reflections on his time at Kent Introl were characteristically
generous to his colleagues. Speaking shortly before his retirement
he commented: ‘Introl was not the result of the efforts of one
person. It was a team effort and I was very lucky to have around me
a highly talented group of people. I am delighted to say that today’s
workforce is continuing this tradition with an expertise in all
departments well capable of meeting present day developments.’
Ed founded his company with a clear vision in mind: the provision
of high quality, British-manufactured valves for the oil, gas and
processing industries. Although the company’s ownership might
have changed, and technologies have certainly advanced, Ed’s
original vision still holds true and the company continues to go
from strength to strength.
And indeed, with Ed’s passing comes not only the end of one era,
but the start of another. With Denis Westcott shortly due to retire
after eleven years as MD of Kent Introl, this role is now filled by Lynn
Mowbray. Lynn is confident about the future of the firm under her
leadership: ‘Our strategic vision is for growth within the upstream
oil and gas market, particularly subsea and engineered valves.
We are always seeking opportunity for product enhancement,
cost reduction and system efficiencies and are focused on further
strengthening our position in the next three years.’
Despite the focus being very much on the future, Ed’s picture
continues to hang in the boardroom at KKI, and the debt the
company owes to him will never be forgotten.

Koso Kent Introl
Tel: 01484 710311
Web: www.kentintrol.com

Ed showing a valve to the Duke of Kent

Ed hosting a visit from Prime
Minister Harold Wilson

Ed with Ike – the picture made the cover
of Issue 1 of Valve User Magazine
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Schoolhill Hydraulic Engineering
Develops New Quick Exhaust Valve
Quick Exhaust Valve
with High Flow Rate will
be used in Oil and Gas
high-integrity pressure
protection systems.

S

choolhill Engineering, the Aberdeen
based designer/manufacturer of
hydraulic equipment, has developed
an innovative new quick exhaust valve (QEV)
for use within BP’s Shah Deniz field in the
Caspian Sea. The valve has been designed
by the Schoolhill team to handle 22 litres
of fluid in 5 seconds, therefore meeting the
requirements originally set by JP Kenny,
BP’s consultants in London.
The valve, which will help high-integrity
pressure protection systems (HIPPS) work
at higher flow rates, is the first of its type
and should prove popular within the oil
and gas industry. Indeed after extensive
work with BP to bring the product to
market, there has been interest from other
operators, such as Exxon Mobil.
Schoolhill Managing
Whyte commented:

Director

Ronald Whyte, Managing Director

Ronald

‘Even with the current downturn being
presently experienced, prospects for this
product look very encouraging, since these
HIPPS applications engulf a technology
step change for the subsea oil & gas
industry. We are anticipating orders for over
150 valves over next 5 years and believe
we have added a valuable new product to
Schoolhill’s portfolio.’

Bringing a new valve to market
The process which has resulted in
Schoolhill’s exciting new QEV began in
2010, following an initial enquiry from JP
Kenny, consultants employed on behalf of
BP. Quickly it became apparent that the
valve described in the brief, was something
that would need significant development
work. Schoolhill put two proposals
forward, and after having being award a
design phase 1 contract, the engineering
team began working with a new ‘Global
Specialist Hardware Group’ within BP.
Schoolhill engaged with various consulting
firms, including FMC Norway and WS
Atkins, before producing six prototype
valves for qualification testing. Testing was
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David Whyte, Design Engineer
with father Ronald Whyte

rigorous, with 30,000 cycles required for a
valve that will only be operated two or three
times a year. Several different seal systems
were tried as a solution was sought which
could handle the large fluid volume and
rapid 17 millisecond operation time. The
valve has now been certified to several
standards (see feature box) and signed off
for SIL certification. The first orders were
received in February.

Looking forward
There has been significant interest in this
valve and its ability to help increase the
capacity of HIPPS systems. Enquiries have
been made for projects across the globe.
An order has been won for the Julia project
in the Gulf of Mexico.
To find out more about Schoolhill’s new
high capacity QEV, contact a sales engineer
using the details below.

A list of standards Schoolhill’s new valve has been tested to:
BS EN ISO 14723(2009) Pipeline Transportation Systems - Subsea Pipeline Valves.
BS EN 12266-1 Industrial Valves - Testing of Valves.
API 6A (ISO 10423) Specification for Wellhead and Christmas Tree Equipment.
API RP17D Specification for Subsea Wellhead and Xmas Tree Equipment.
API RP17O Subsea High Integrity Pressure Protection Systems (HIPPS).
API 598 Valve Inspection and Testing.
ASME B16.20 Metallic Gaskets for Pipe Flanges: Ring Joint, Spiral-Wound and
Jacketed.
ASME BPVC V Non-Destructive Examination.
ASME BPVC VIII Rules for Construction of Pressure Vessels.
DNV RP F112 Design of Duplex Stainless Steel Subsea Equipment exposed to
Cathodic Protection.
EEMUA 182 Specification for Integral Block and Bleed Manifolds for Direct
Connection to Pipework.
ISO 5208 Industrial Valves - Pressure Testing of Valves.

Schoolhill Hydraulic Eng Ltd
Tel: 01224 871086
Email: hydraulics@schoolhillengineering.com
Web: www.schoolhillengineering.com

ISO 5211 Industrial valves — Part-turn actuator attachment.
EN ISO 13628 Prt.6 Design and Operation of Subsea Production Systems -Subsea
Production Control Systems.

GERMAN PRECISION
ENGINEERED BREWERY
VALVES FROM
ZOEDALE PLC
Keeping Beer Flowing since 1976

Zoedale Plc
zoedale-breweryadvert-128x182.indd 1

@ZoedaleUK

www.zoedale.co.uk

01234 832832
20/07/2015 10:01
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149 Year Old Company Continues
5 Year Winning Streak!
Heap & Partners has just won
its fifth award in as many years.

T

he company’s winning streak started in 2011 when it was
made national champion by the Green Apple (green working
environment) awards beating Sainsburys into second place for
the sustainable construction of their new headquarters. Subsequent
national and local awards have followed for everything from its
carbon reduction program to Corporate Social Responsibility.
Now at the Wirral Business Awards, in front of an audience of 650
people, the company have won Wirral Business of the year award.
The Wirral Business Awards are the brainchild of the Wirral
Chamber of Commerce and are now in their third year. The Wirral
Chamber of Commerce is Britain's fastest growing Chamber
which is not surprising given that the Wirral has the country's
fastest rate of business start-ups!
Wirral Business of the Year (for companies employing between 10
and 50 staff) is one of the most hotly contested categories at the
awards. Beating off other competition Heaps was pleased to find itself
in a short list of just three companies, all engineering organisations.
Feeling at home with the competition Heaps then was asked to take
part in a video promoting the company's achievements.

(+44) 1484 710511
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The video is now available on the Heaps YouTube channel at
https://m.youtube.com/user/HeapAndPartners. Pleased with
the results of the film the company took a table at the black tie
dinner and collectively crossed their fingers hoping to beat of the
competition from Hoist UK and Capital Reinforcing. Clearly the
finger crossing paid off!
Winning the Award has maintained Heaps track record of winning
either a regional or national award every year since 2011. Now the
company has to look to 2016 to see how they can mark their 150th
anniversary. Possibly with another award?

Heap & Partners Ltd
Tel: 0151 488 7222
Web: info@heaps.co.uk

uk@alco-valves.com

www.alco-valves.com

SACO Introduce Wiggle Feature
To Help Reduce ‘Sticky’ Valves
The Smart Actuator Company (SACO),
the innovative UK developer of the SmartAct® RIFT
electric actuator range, has developed a solution to
the longstanding problem of infrequently used valves
becoming stuck or ‘sticky’.

T

he software feature, known as
‘WIGGLE’, allows the actuator to
be preprogramed to move the valve
at regular, user defined, intervals and
amounts. The feature has shown positive
early results in reducing the build-up of
material which causes valves to seize
in position.

How valves become ‘sticky’
As a new manufacturer in the electric
actuator market SACO has spent a lot of
time over the last 5 years asking questions
of potential distributors, end users and
even other manufacturers about the
problems faced by suppliers of valves
and actuators.
One regular problem that was described
was the tendency of valves to ‘stick’ or
‘seize’ in position when being used in an
application with long or infrequent duty
cycle times.
In many instances this problem alone
accounts for the need to replace valves
altogether after relatively short working
life times. At the very least it often requires
pipelines to be shut down while regular
maintenance and valve seat cleaning is
carried out. The problem occurs much less
often in applications where valves are in
regular use with shorter duty cycles.
Working with Severn Subsea Technologies
in Redruth, Cornwall, on projects for
two of their clients, SACO saw first-hand

how quickly equipment deployed in the
marine environment can be colonised by
marine micro-organisms. In one particular
application 6 inch KSB Butterfly Valves
are required to stay open to allow sea
water to pass through and only open and
close perhaps once each day. In another
application regular wave splash and
occasional immersion to up to 5 metres
caused similar problems in a Mars Ball
Valve, again with infrequent duty cycles.
The SACO Distributor in the Netherlands,
Frank Schiere of Ebora Process
Automation, also identified the same
problem with many of his clients and asked
if a solution could be developed. He said
‘Even apparently clean fluids can cause
deposits in valves that are not in regular
use; as these build up they can cause
valves to either function badly or cease to
function altogether’.

How ‘WIGGLE’ prevents valves
from sticking
Regular operation ‘cleans’ the valve seats
and prevents build-up of material that can
cause the valve to stick in position. The
action of the valve against the seat does
not allow the micro-organisms to settle
and grow within the valve.
The Central Processing Unit (CPU) in the
SACO actuators electronic control boards
can be programmed to open and close any
valve to a set angle on a time schedule. This
can be to just a few degrees or the full duty
cycle. SACO commissioned the software
work required as part of their Horizon 2020
European Union Funding Project and has
now added the feature, which has been
christened ‘WIGGLE’, to the ‘drop down’
menu in their software user interface.
This is currently available for all Microsoft
Windows software platforms and is to be
released shortly for Android devices.
James O’Donnell, SACO Technical Director
says ‘We are developing a reputation as the
company that can solve problems other
manufacturers can’t. When we introduced

The SmartAct® RIFT 40-100 Nm actuator on an
Ebora Gate Valve package where ‘Wiggle’ can
go up and down as well as from side to side!

our first medium actuator in 2014 we
designed it to be flexible and multifeatured. Thank goodness we did because
as our sales volumes are rising we are able
to add in new features like ‘WIGGLE’ to
react to customer demand’.
The first prototype of the new SmartAct®
Subsea 250Nm actuator is on the left. It
has been designed for depths up to 100
metres initially but potentially up to 750
metres over the next 2 years. It is one of
the first actuators from SACO to include
the ‘Wiggle’ feature to help keep the valve
seats clean. This has also now been added
to the standard medium SmartAct® RIFT
40-100 Nm actuator on the right.

The Smart Actuator Co. Ltd
Tel: 01684 565709
Web: www.smartact.co.uk
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New Catalogue For Leengate
Leengate Valves is
pleased to announce
the launch of its latest
priced catalogue.

T

he issue 15 priced catalogue
showcases over 250 new product
ranges, plus full product ranges
from manufacturing partners Ghibson,
Zetkama, Brandoni, RIV, Valtec and Polix,
among others.
Leengate Valves offer the full range of
Ghibson High Performance Double Offset
Butterfly Valves (NEW,) and an M9 British
Gas Approved Butterfly Valve (NEW,)
Zetkama Cast Iron and Cast Steel Globe
Valves, Brandoni Direct Mount Ball Valves
(NEW) and WRAS Approved Butterfly
Valves, RIV Brassware, including a WRAS
Approved Direct Mount Ball Valve and
Biofuel Knife Gate Valves, ATEX Approved
(NEW,) Valtec Stainless and Carbon Steel
Two and Three Way Direct Mount Ball
Valves (NEW) and Polix Flanged Gas
Approved Ball Valves.
Leengate Valves has also vastly expanded
their actuation section to include the entire
Max-Air rack and pinion pneumatic range
ALUMINIUM enclosure electric actuator
and a full range of Belimo actuated electric
spring return valves.
Inevitably the catalogue has now grown to
over 200 pages consisting of 180 pages of
products, a new image-based contents/
index and new, easier to use chemical and
flange information charts.

The UK’s largest independent
stockist of

The latest catalogue has also strived to
keep price increases to a minimum, and as
a result Leengate Valves have kept many of
their prices the same as they have been for
the last 4 years.

Safety Relief &
Pressure
Reducing Valves

To request a copy of the new catalogue,
please contact Leengate Valves on tel:
01773 521555, freefax: 0800 3896849,
email: info@leengatevalves.co.uk or visit
the website: leengatevalves.co.uk

The catalogue showcases over 250 new
product ranges

of actuators in 90, 120 and 180 degree
operation, including a 3 stage centre
return, the full stainless steel body and the
GRPP body type. The company has also
introduced the new Max-Air SHD and CHD
Scotch Yoke actuators with torques of up
to 250,000nm. Leengate Valves can also
now proudly offer the brand new Valbia
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Leengate Valves
Tel: 01773 521 555
Email: info@leengatevalves.co.uk
Web: www.leengatevalves.co.uk
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William Eagles Launches Super Duplex
Pressure Regulating Hydrant Range
It is an exciting time for
William Eagles due to
its recent relocation in
Manchester and launch of
the Super Duplex pressure
regulating hydrants.

W

rekin Shell Group consists
of Wrekin Shell Mouldings,
Dynafluid, Gresswell Valves, and
since February 2014, William Eagles.
Since acquisition the parent company
Wrekin Shell Mouldings has brought the
production of castings back in-house by
installing an air set facility in its foundry at
its Telford site. Much of the original tooling
has been reconditioned or remade from
scratch to enhance quality and ease of
manufacture, and to enable it to cater for
the vast array of customer requirements
that can be specified for any particular
valve e.g. different flange classes and
outlet types. WSM has also invested in two
new Mazak CNC Quick Turn Nexus lathes
including a bar feed for the precision
manufacture of its other valve components.

Following customer visits William Eagles
recognised there was a demand for its
product in super duplex stainless steel
and titanium, especially relevant in the off
shore sector. Super Duplex was requested
due to its enhanced corrosion resistance
compared to stainless steel 316. In
conjunction with a major multinational
oil company, William Eagles proceeded to
lay down the necessary tooling to be able
to supply its PRV6 pressure regulating
hydrant in two configurations DN40 (1½˝)
ANSI150 and DN50 (2˝) ANSI150. The
hydrant valve was designed with a 2˝ BSP
male threaded outlet to accommodate any
international standard fire hose coupling.
The PRV6 pressure regulating hydrant
is a member of the William Eagles
2½˝ nominal diameter high pressure
balanced fire hydrant valves, in bib nosed
format, suitable for both on and off shore
applications.
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In this mode the valve is mechanically
restrained to the fully open position and
thus the valve acts as a conventional
hydrant valve, allowing full system supply
pressure through the outlet. William
Eagles can also offer super duplex for its
PRV4 pressure regulating hydrant, also bib
nosed, but without the override function.
Charlotte Cooper, Sales & Marketing
Director for the Wrekin Shell Group
commented 'We would very much like to
re-establish the William Eagles brand as
the go-to name for fire fighting equipment
and reinvigorate the product line up with the
introduction of special materials. We want
long standing customers to be aware that
William Eagles is very much alive and well
and hope to see it prosper at its new site.'

For connection to a high pressure supply
(up to 20 bar) the valve provides a constant
reduced outlet pressure for fire fighting
(which can be set in situ), irrespective of
inlet pressure. This enables a uniform fire
fighting pressure to be maintained at any
hydrant valve regardless of its location
in the system e.g. off shore platform or
different floors in a high rise building. It
also protects the fireman on the nozzle
from any pressure surges in the system.

William Eagles

The PRV6 incorporates a high pressure
override controlled by the hand wheel.

Tel: 0161 876 1560
Web: www.william-eagles.co.uk

Chancellor Opens Balluff
Facility In Northwich

Mr Osbourne was pleased to see more job creation in Cheshire

Balluff’s new, £1million customer support
and training facility in Cheshire has been
officially opened by Chancellor of the
Exchequer, the Rt .Hon. George Osborne MP.

T

he company, a leading global provider of sensors and
systems for industrial automation, recently relocated to
Cheshire Business Park from Cheadle.

Mr Osborne was welcomed by Managing Director John Radford
and formally opened the new office before enjoying a tour of the
company’s high-tech sensor demonstration area and learning
how Balluff products are helping to deliver improvements in the
manufacturing process throughout the supply chain.

John Radford commented: ‘We’re immensely proud of our new
customer support and training facility. It will provide a base for a
varied programme of learning for customers from across the UK.

‘These workshops enable our customers to become the experts on
sensing solutions specific to their own industry and environment.’
Mr Osborne was led round the demonstration area by Balluff
Regional Managers Sally Wilder and Jack Hints.

‘It was great to show Mr Osborne what we do here at Balluff,’
said Sally.
Jack Hints added: ‘He was really interested in our products and
well aware of some of our customers within the automotive,
packaging and factory automation sectors.

‘When I started here straight from university I never thought a few
years later I would be meeting the Chancellor and showing him
around our new training and exhibition area.’

‘high-skilled jobs and opportunities’
‘I am delighted to see that yet another leading name is choosing
Cheshire as its place to do business, and is creating more highskilled jobs and opportunities, particularly for young people,’ said
Mr Osborne.

Balluff Limited
Tel: 0161 282 4700
Emai: sales@balluff.co.uk
Web: www.balluff.co.uk
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British Water Board Approves AUMA UK
Membership approval from the board
of British Water has been awarded to
AUMA Actuators Ltd.

C

riteria used by British Water to assess AUMA included the
company’s status and ability to enhance the standing of the
British water industry in both the UK, and overseas. AUMA also
demonstrated that it was willing to collaborate with colleagues to
meet the challenges of changing regulatory demands and showed
its capabilities of promoting best practise to benefit the industry.
Commenting on the achievement, AUMA UK Managing Director
Paul Hopkins said:

‘British Water is the lead representative and business development
operation of the UK water industry’s supply chain and we are
therefore delighted to join the ranks of its membership. Our
strong legacy supplying the water industry puts us in an excellent
position to support the organisation’s work both at a UK and
European level.’
As part of its commitment to industry best practise, AUMA UK
introduced the ACE (AUMA Certified Engineering) Technician
Certification Scheme to drive up the standards of actuator
installation and maintenance within the controls industry. Split
into three levels, the training and accreditation programme is
targeted at actuator technicians working for both customers and
independent controls contractors.

Paul Hopkins, MD AUMA UK (left) receives
the British Water Membership Certificate
from Paul Mullord, UK Director British Water

British Water, established in 1993, is a not-for-profit company
funded by members and commercial activity. 190 member
companies include engineering consultants, civil and M&E
contractors, equipment suppliers and service providers.

Auma Actuators Ltd
Tel: +44 (0) 1275 871141
Email: mail@auma.co.uk
Web: www.auma.co.uk

A UK manufacturer providing first class technical
advice and safe, reliable products for process
valve networking, monitoring and control

Position or Control Monitors for use on valves,
dampers, pneumatic or hydraulic actuators
Environmental and hazardous area protection
to the latest standards
Submersion to depths of 2,000 metres or
operation at extreme temperatures
Use on instrument loops implementing
safety functions up to SIL2 or SIL3
Connection via remote I/O or fieldbus systems
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Call: +44 (0)1895 449601
Visit: www.k-controls.co.uk
Email: sales@k-controls.co.uk

Shorter Lead Times For
Saunders Diaphragm Valves
Saunders®, part of Crane ChemPharma & Energy, has set
up in its historical facility in Cwmbran South Wales, a new delivery
system which is aiming to provide short lead times matching the
expectations of industrial diaphragm valve customers.

T

he system builds upon the experiences
of “lean” manufacturing in the
automotive industry, and is based
on a linkage process between customer
demand, stocking and manufacturing
capabilities, and suppliers’ capacity.

valves are the valves of choice for high
corrosive as well as abrasive fluids, and
our tilting disc, lined NX check valves are
an important piping component to prevent
fluid reversal, particularly with corrosive
media and slurries.

Starting with identification of the parts
with highest demand parts, and with
the target to ensure at least 75% of the
current demand is available on short lead
times, we have defined quantities of semifinished parts which have been built as a
“buffer stock”. Held in-house or at the
sub-supplier level to allow us to deliver the
finished valves within the target lead times,
the stock has been organized in a visually
managed “Kanban” bin system which
allows for replenishment driven by demand
for that part.

Another important improvement has been
the decision to stock all the actuation
as finished component parts, leveraging
the modular design of our ES modular
actuators which allows “late” configuration
of the actuator according to different size
and power requirements. This will enable
us to support the demand for actuation,
particularly for demineralised water
system overhauls, together with our
large range of rubber lined and plastic
lined valves.

Additionally, we have added product lines
into the short lead time system which in
the past have proved problematic from the
delivery point of view as glass lined valves
and check valves. Glass lined diaphragm

These new additions and extension of
availability, complete a large product
range encompassing rubber (Butyl, hard
natural rubber, soft natural rubber,
Polychloroprene) and plastic (PFA, ETFE,
PVDF, PP) lined diaphragm valves, capable
of meeting the most demanding duties in
the Process (Chemical, Fertilisers, Mining,
Steel) and Power Industries.
The result has been the capability to deliver
almost 2700 different saleable parts in 4,
6 and 8 weeks ex works, corresponding to
77% of our current sales. This has been
possible thanks to the building of a buffer
stock of 1,100 semi-finished parts inhouse, which has taken several months to
fill and arrange.
The new set up has been implemented
from 1st October 2015 and communicated
to channel partners and key customers
electronically and via video conference,
together with a simplified version of the
current price list which includes the
item quantities up to which the short
lead times are guaranteed. We have also
developed system reports to monitor
customer satisfaction and for early

detection of any issues. We expect that this
improvement, together with the current
stock held at distribution level, will boost
the capability to serve the market demand
for diaphragm valves, representing a
competitive advantage of the Saunders UK
manufacturer.

Crane ChemPharma & Energy
Tel: 01633 486 666
Web: www.cranecpe.com
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Versatile Controls
Introduce The Versa C-316
Series Modular Air Package

Versa Products’ C-316 Series Modular
Air Package - CMAP - consists of the most
common pneumatic components and accessories
utilized in the valve automation industry.

A

CMAP system consists of a regulator,
filter, gauge and directional control
valve all in one. CMAP offers a cost
effective complete package for basic valve
control systems. Fully assembled and
tested at the factory ensures this system
will be trouble free.

Modular Concept
The Air Prep Module
This consists of regulators, filters, gauges
and drains. Based on Versa’s AR-316
series, this proven design is small but with
a high flow. Regulators are equipped with
tamper proof adjustment locknut and a
manual drain as standard. Auto drain can
be specified as an alternative option.
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The Control Valve Module
Based on Versa’s C-316 series, this proven
design is small, yet yields high flow. The
valves are simple and configurable in
design. The C-316 Series has become a
leader in the 1/4˝ size control package
market. It is available as solenoid
operated for almost every hazardous area
classification, with auto reset and manual
reset options available.

Options
• Mount in any orientation.
Threaded mounting holes are
supplied as standard or utilize
optional bracket.
• Auxiliary port for monitoring and
pressure take off.
• Speed controls, and relief valves.
• Seals for
operations.

low

temperature

fitted with the new solenoid operator meet
all the requirements to provide a level of
systematic integrity of SIL 3 as per IEC 61508.

The Solenoid Operator
Manufactured in 316 stainless steel, it is
suitable for all hazardous locations. Approved
and certified for ATEX, IECex, INMETRO as
well as North American approvals. It also is
approved with TR-CU certification for Russia,
Belarus, and Kazakhstan. Solenoid valves

Versatile Controls Ltd
Tel: 01452 731 447
Web: sales@versatilecontrols.co.uk

Improve Efficiency, Reduce
Costs, Stop Over-Engineering
After exhibiting at Offshore Europe, Pressure Tech picked up
on the industry feeling that there is need for dynamic change,
with particular regards to the common practice of over-engineering.

T

he indication that organisations are
applying the same old engineering
practice and business models,
means that there is little chance of cost
savings and innovation within the industry.
Pressure Tech agrees that in order to
promote new and thriving business, the
industry needs to change its approach to
how we address current issues.
This idea is at the core of Pressure Tech’s
approach. We work with our customers to
maximise the reliability of our products
and specifically develop new solutions to
combat issues – driving costs down, while
providing industry leading reliability and
enhanced functionality.
For example, hydraulic control systems
now tend to eliminate bypass valves and
use hydraulic pressure regulators to fill the
long umbilical lines. As umbilical’s can be
several kilometres in length, this can be a

slow process - typically due to the low flow
capacity of the pressure regulator. Damage
can be caused if excessive flow rates with
high differential pressures pass through
the unit which can result in high resonation
or ‘chattering’.

Pressure Tech has focussed
on solving an issue by
re-design rather than adding
additional engineering
Pressure Tech have developed the LF690-03 to allow flow rates up to 40lpm
and stable pressure control, even with
12,000psi/830bar differential pressure.
Minimising start-up costs, maximising
efficiency and reducing downtime are all
realised by installing the LF-690-03 with
increased flow capacity. Our LF-690-03
eliminates the need for a preliminary
bypass and includes our unique ceramic
seating technology with a finely balanced
main valve element to provide “chatter
free” and repeatable control, even to an
untrained operator of IWOCS and HPUs.
Servicing and downtime is also minimised
due to the bottom entry easy access to the
critical seating area. Pressure Tech has
focussed on solving an issue by re-design
rather than adding additional engineering
to our product - a costly process that brings
significant risks.

Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Umbilical quick fill
Stable
Repeatable
Reliable
Eliminate bypass
Easy to operate
“Chatter free”
Ceramic Seat
Reduced down-time
Easy to service

By changing the way we operate, re-design
over engineered product, we are able to
control costs, improve efficiencies and
provide our customers with the confidence
that we are continually looking at ways
to improve.

Pressure Tech Limited
Tel: 01457 899 307
Email: info@pressure-tech.com
Web: www.pressure-tech.com
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Pentair’s New Vanessa Triple
Offset Valve Offers Zero Leakage
For Non-Critical Applications
Pentair Valves & Controls announces
the expansion of its leading Vanessa Triple
Offset Valves (TOVs) product line with the
launch of the Series 30-RS.

T

he new manual triple offset valve is uniquely designed to address the
need for zero leakage isolation in non-critical applications in the oil and
gas and process industries.

Engineered by the leader in triple offset valve technology, the Vanessa 30-RS is
specially designed for applications which require non-critical fluids isolation in
lower pressure or temperature. Its safer bolted-on seat allows for true positive

The Vanessa Series 30-RS handles temperatures up
to 350°C

isolation when pressure is applied from the shaft side,
thus minimizing the risk of dangerous mechanical
failure compared to other bolted-seat designs.
By achieving zero leakage tightness to API 598, the new
Vanessa option provides a smarter solution for operators
seeking premium performance, upgraded valve designs
and reduced maintenance requirements. The Vanessa
Series 30-RS handles temperatures up to 350°C and
pressures up to ASME class 300, and is available in A216
WCB or A351 CF8M Double Flanged body.

‘This addition to Pentair’s TOV portfolio has its own
unique features and complements our Vanessa
Series 30,000 range by offering customers a choice
for maximum versatility and safety in non-critical
isolation operations,’ comments Alberto Bertamoni,
global business director, Triple Offset Valves, Pentair
Valves & Controls.

Pentair Valves & Controls
Tel: 01858 467 281
Email: SalesUK@pentair.com
Web: valves.pentair.com/valves
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Oil & Gas
Project Valve Supply

A comprehensive range of products to
suit all your Oil & Gas valve requirements.
Ball Valves
Plug Valves
Buttery Valves
Gate Valves
Globe Valves
Check Valves
Manual & Actuated Valves
Control Valves
Pilot Solenoids & Regulators

Certicate Number
FS 534522

Email: oil@isisuid.com
Tel: 01608 645755
www.isis-uid.co.uk
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PEGL Receives Queens
Award For International Trade
President Engineering Group Ltd, which
includes BVAA member Bestobell Valves,
hosted a special event recently to mark the
official presentation of the Queens Award for
International Trade to the company by the
Lord Lieutenant of South Yorkshire on behalf
of HRH Queen Elizabeth II.

O

ver 100 staff from the company’s Bestobell, Conflow and
Bretby Gammatech divisions, attended the event held at
its factory in Sheffield. This included the presentation of
the citation (scroll) to Bernie Harris, assembly operative who is
one of the longest serving staff members having worked at the
company for 25 years and the symbol to Nicola Livsey, a member
of the marketing team who was responsible for entering the
Queens Awards.
Marie Cooper, Finance Director at President Engineering Group
Ltd, said: ‘It was a great honour to welcome the Lord Lieutenant
to our business to present this prestigious award to our staff. The
Queens Award is a reflection of everyone’s efforts and contributions
which has enabled us to build our reputation for world class
manufacturing. We would like to thank the Lord Lieutenant for
attending and making this such a memorable and special day.’

‘a very exciting era’
Sheffield-based PEGL was one of only 105 firms in the UK to achieve
this prestigious accolade (for International Trade), which is due to its
outstanding overseas sales growth over the last three years.
Marie Cooper added: ‘With our export business continuing to
grow, we are entering a very exciting era and it is fantastic that
we have been able to achieve this accolade in our fifth year.’
Back in July, PEGL director John Waddington and Charlie Bott,
the company’s longest serving employee (44 years) attended
Buckingham Palace to officially receive the Queens Award
for International Trade. The visit by the Lord Lieutenant was
an opportunity by PEGL to bring all its staff together to
collectively celebrate and recognise everyone’s contribution to
the company’s success.
Established in 2010, President Engineering Group Ltd generates
88 per cent of its turnover from export. The company is made
up of three business units: Bestobell which manufactures valves
for the industrial, marine and liquefied natural gas industries;
Conflow, produces safety equipment for the mining industry and
Bretby Gammatech, which designs and produces monitoring
equipment for mining.
At the same time as growing its exports in countries such as
South Korea, China and the USA, the company has increased its
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PEGL employees outside the Sheffield Headquarters

manufacturing capability here in the UK, whilst investing in new
equipment and technology and has increased its staffing levels
by 21% in the past three years.
Achieving the prestigious Queens Awards for International Trade
follows on from PEGL winning the ‘Manufacturer of the Year’
title in the national finals of the British Chamber of Commerce’s
Annual Chamber Awards 2014.

Bestobell Valves
Tel: +44 (0) 1142 240000.
Email: sales@bestobellvalves.com
Web: www.bestobellvalves.com

& process solutions

What’s the point of

being on here...

...If it isn’t here?
DO YOU SUPPLY VALVES TO FOOD PROCESSORS?
Under European Law the The Food Contact Regulation
(EC) No.1935/2004 is now binding and must be applied
across the entirety of the EU. Anything coming into
contact with food, that complies to the regulation, carries
the Food Safe logo; but what is the point in “Food Safe”
packaging if the equipment used to fill those packs isn’t
compliant?
• Being compliant is a major advantage when tendering for
new business,
• NOT being compliant could lose your customers business.

2005

2015

& process solutions

• Complying with EU regulations is not as costly, or onerous, as your customers might fear.
They will have compliant food packaging; do they have compliant valves?
Valve & Process Solutions Ltd are in a unique position to give you all the advice you need to
impress your customers – and save them a lot of money in retained business when the end
customers start asking if they are compliant – and sooner rather than later they will!

In Association With

WORCESTER

FOODSAFE

Keep your food processing clients happy – call us now for the details of how!
Valve & Process Solutions Limited | Unit 3, Foxwood Close, Foxwood Industrial Park | Sheepbridge, Chesterfield, S41 9RB
Tel: 01246 220 070 | Fax: 08706 220 969 | www.vandpsolutions.com | sales@vandpsolutions.com
facebook.com/ValvePS

@ValvePS

search Valve & Process Solutions
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50 Year Durability From Duvalco
Choosing the correct valve for the
service is key to ensuring the longest
possible service life. At Duvalco we pride
ourselves on the quality of our range and
the years of technical experience that
enable us to help our customers select
the best valves for their needs.

W

Despite the environment,
this valve is still operational.

ith our in-house rubber manufacturing and vulcanisation we can pair
a wide variety of liner and disc combinations for our butterfly valves
to be used in a vast range of applications.

Recently we visited a salt processing facility where there are dozens of our
butterfly valves installed, some of which have been there since the plant was
built in the late 1960’s. Despite many years of arduous service in a corrosive
environment, a good number of these are still functioning and keeping the plant
running. We are now looking at a programme of replacement and refurbishment
of these valves which will keep the plant running for many years to come.

Two DN400 valves packed and ready
for shipment back to the Navy

Reliability that’s keeping the Navy afloat
We are also working on another project involving the
refurbishment of 72 valves, ranging from DN250 to
DN600. These valves have seen almost 15 years of
maintenance free service in the ballast system of a
Royal Navy vessel. Each of the bronze bodied valves
has received a new vulcanised liner and most have
just been cleaned up before being returned back into
service. These valves are critical to the running of
the vessel, so reliability and extended service life are
paramount to the Royal Navy.
Selecting the correct valve, manufactured to the
highest standards is as important today as it was
when these valves were originally installed.
Our UK team are here to help with your enquiries and
our technical experts are always on hand.

Duvalco UK Ltd
Email: sales_uk@duvalco.net
Web: www.duvalco.net
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Play your cards right and you’ll have a world
class valve manufacturer in your hands.

Deal with us today and
stack the deck in your favour.

UK (Head) Office
Canada Office
USA Office
Singapore Office
Dubai Office

Tel: (+44) 1484 710511
Tel: (+1) 519 767 6655
Tel: (+1) 281 564 2526
Tel: (+65) 6735 0526
Tel: (+971) 5039 36519

www.alco-valves.com

uk@alco-valves.com
canada@alco-valves.com
usa@alco-valves.com
singapore@alco-valves.com
uae@alco-valves.com

Follow us on:
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PPE’s Perfluoroelastomer Seals Demonstrate
Long Term Cost Savings For Subsea Applications
Perlast® G75LT and G90LT
ensure airtight sealing
for pressure-balanced
disconnect failsafe system.

P

recision
Polymer
Engineering
(PPE) one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of high performance
moulded elastomer seals, has announced
that SECC Oil & Gas, a global supplier of
couplings and connectors to the oil and gas
industry, has installed its Perlast® G75LT
and G90LT O-rings in a patented pressurebalanced disconnect system for subsea
operations. PPE’s perfluoroelastomer seals
have been exhaustively tested to ensure
high performance in the low temperature,
high pressure environments associated
with deep water drilling and production.
SECC Oil and Gas, located in the
UK, specialises in connection and
disconnection solutions across the
sector with special emphasis on subsea
applications. Its emergency breakaway
system has been developed as a failsafe
measure to ensure that oceanic pipelines
do not rupture when extraction vessels
drift from their location above the well.
Many active service vessels involved in
deep water oil and gas extraction are

equipped with Dynamic Positioning
(DP) to maintain a fixed location when
connected to the pipeline. The system
monitors GPS, wind and motion sensors
and adjusts the angle and output for
each of the ship’s thrusters ensuring that
the pipeline connection is not put under
strain. If however, this system fails, the
ship is likely to drift endangering the
integrity of the pipeline and increasing
the possibility of a leak. The emergency
disconnect ensures that, in the event of
DP failure, the environment is protected
and the raw materials being extracted are
not contaminated by seawater.
Seals made from PPE’s Perlast® ICE
G75LT and G90LT materials have been
specifically developed to maintain a
bubbletight seal even in the extreme
conditions of the ocean environment. They
have undergone extensive testing and
been proven to perform at pressures of up
to 15,000 psi and at temperatures ranging
from -18°C to 121°C. The elastomer’s
low glass transition temperature ensures
that the seals maintain their elasticity
despite high working pressures, forming
an effective seal even in the presence of
aggressive and corrosive substances often
encountered in oil and gas exploration.
Steve Jagels, Global Market Manager
for Oil & Gas commented: ‘SECC
approached us with a unique challenge,
a high performance elastomer material
which could continue to operate upon
exposure to low temperatures and high
pressures. We have a broad range of
sealing solutions which have developed
to meet the specific needs of our
clients’ applications and operations. The
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Perlast® G75LT and G90LT O-rings were
specially designed to operate at the low
temperatures associated with deep water
production, while also exhibiting high
resistance to chemicals such as aromatic
hydrocarbons, water and sour gas.’
Due to the increasing demand for
SECC’s disconnect failsafe system it
was extremely important to deliver the
elastomer seals in the shortest possible
time. PPE is well known within the oil and
gas sector for providing high performance
elastomer components with some of
the shortest lead times in the industry.
Engineering, manufacturing and testing
of the seals from the initial concept to full
production met SECC’s ambitious product
launch date.
PPE has a track record of developing
exceptionally high performance materials
for the most challenging applications. In
the oil and gas industry PPE’s materials,
including the Perlast® ICE brand, have
become known for their performance
in low temperature and high pressure
applications.

Precision Polymer
Engineering Ltd
Tel: +44 (0)1254 295400
Web: www.prepol.com

Orseal Extends
Its Techseal Range
To Include WaferBodied Ball Valves

Can we help you
choose the right
flowmeter for your
process?
Certainly.

New Techseal wafer-bodied ball valves – cast and bar stock

Orseal has increased its Techseal
range, launched recently as a
made-in-Europe challenge to
Far East manufacturing, to include
wafer-bodied ball valves in stainless
steel and carbon steel.

T

he new wafer valves, like all valves in the Techseal range,
combine premium quality with exceptionally competitive
prices achieved through lean manufacturing techniques.
Thanks to their extremely compact design, the new valves
are approximately 33% smaller and lighter than standard
flanged valves. This ensures that Orseal customers benefit
significantly from a quality-approved product that is perfect
for applications where space is limited and weight is an issue,
such as offshore oil rigs.
Fire safe, anti-static and full bore not reduced, the new
wafer valves are available in various sizes starting at ½˝ and,
dependant on pressure ratings, going up to 8˝. Technical
quality is guaranteed and delivery, from the UK, is fast.

Understanding how to
choose between volume or
mass flow can help you
achieve significant
improvements in your
process performance and
cost effectiveness. Our
new process flowmeter selection toolkit
gives you everything you need to make an
informed choice.
Comprising a White Paper, video and webinar
presentation, the toolkit explains the difference
between volume and mass flow and how to
choose the right flowmeter. For more, email
moreinstrumentation@gb.abb.com ref.
‘flowmeter toolkit’.

Orseal Ltd
Tel: +44 (0) 1204 474300
Email: sales@orseal.com
Web: www.orseal.com
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Keep Plants Safe And Profitable
With Regular Maintenance
BVAA Members, and
process safety experts
Assentech Sales Ltd,
discuss the importance
of regular maintenance
of plants, tanks and
breather valves.

W

ell maintained facilities do not
suffer unplanned outages or fines
and the associated bad press by
the Environment Agency or The Health
and Safety Executive (HSE). Furthermore
the quality of stored product remains at a
premium, resulting in minimal production
issues and product quality does not decline.
It is an unfortunate reality that most
catastrophic incidents follow a number of
ignored near misses.
Those who have attended one of our
technical seminars will see at first-hand
how 20mbarg will not burst a balloon but
can lift a 6 tonne tank off its base. Keeping
your plant in tiptop shape is imperative and
will ensure a safe working environment. You
will also benefit from compliance, minimal
downtime and maximum profitability.
One of the keys to success is maintaining
the condition of the equipment and this
can be achieved through the development
of a Preventative Maintenance Plan. An
easy to follow program can be designed
to fit any type of site by following some
simple guidelines and setting up routine
inspections. Failing components will be
identified and corrected before an incident
occurs and the site operating efficiency will
be maintained.
Preventative Maintenance Plans and
structured Key Performance Indicators
are designed to address issues of
malfunctioning and underperforming
equipment before an incident occurs.
This strategy is a well-trodden path with
high pressure relief equipment following
many years of legislative development. A
systematic and structured maintenance
procedure of low pressure systems is
less uniform between operators. The
HSE are increasing focus and awareness
of safety and management of ageing
assets by promoting the importance of
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following a structured process. The most
comprehensive Preventative Plan should
be developed for each piece of equipment.

Breather valves - £90k saving
achieved for recent client
Breather valves are no exception. A simple
visual inspection is no longer accepted
by the HSE. Servicing breather valves
is not the most enthralling part of your
maintenance routine, but if you don’t look
after them they could lead to your plant
being closed, a fine by the HSE or worse
still, harm to your employees or loss of life.
Every company needs to ensure its valves
are functioning as well as they can.
They need to be calibrated, leakage tested
and certified as fully functional. Otherwise
the consequences can be very dangerous
and expensive.
We recently assisted a customer reduce
their annual nitrogen costs which were
in excess of £250k per annum. After an
expense of £15k for replacement valves
and calibration, we saved the customer an
estimated £90k in nitrogen loss for the year.
Breather valves lose their ability to seal
over time. We often inspect valves that
have had weight added to the pallet
assembly to compensate for poor sealing.
This is a very dangerous correction and
could result in a tank collapse. This would
only be flagged by a weight test which is
part of the valve calibration protocol but
the subsequent HSE investigation would

centre on why the weight was added,
by whom and for what reason.
The conservation of vapours and minimising
of water ingress are key elements in
sustaining the quality of stored liquids.
Storage tanks are typically large volume
low pressure vessels so the provision of
tight sealing and adequate vapour/air
exchange is essential. An efficient breather
valve safely conserves vapours up to the
maximum allowable working pressure.
Assentech can service and calibrate many
brands of breather valves and is the UK’s
only Groth service centre and one of only
two Europe-wide. We are fully certified to
calibrate and leakage-test its full range
of breather valves on site and at our fully
equipped service centre. This approach is
essential to the safe and efficient running
of a higher tier COMAH site. Our technical
presentations on API2000 and ISO28300
are always informative and interesting.
Contact us now for a free 2 hour lunch and
learn session.

Assentech Sales Ltd
Tel: 01726 844707
Email: info@assentech.co.uk
Web: www.assentech.co.uk

AUMA Completes Major
Actuator Refurb In Record Time

Photograph shows AUMA automated
actuator test and calibration rig.

AUMA UK has completed a major
actuator refurbishment programme
at Thames Water’s Ashford Common
advanced water treatment works.

T

he upgrade project involved switching out 160 existing
electric actuators, refurbishing 130 devices and installing 30
new units over a nine week period, whilst keeping the site
fully operational.

product. This offered significant customer cost savings compared
to the installation of all new actuators.
‘The simple single plug and socket arrangement of the AUMA
actuator means minimum downtime during actuator replacement
and avoids any possibility of introducing field wiring errors. It
is estimated that this feature alone saved 320 man hours and
prevented significant plant disruption.’
Trained AUMA engineers liaised closely with Thames Water
engineering and operational staff to complete all on-site works on
time and to budget.
AUMA Actuators Ltd is part of the global AUMA group.

The 22 year old SA07.5 actuators removed from site were still
suitable for refurbishment, despite over two decades of operational
service. Once removed, the actuators were taken to AUMA UK’s
factory in Clevedon, where the control heads were upgraded to the
latest electronic units which include indicator lights. In addition,
the actuators were fully tested, recalibrated, re-sprayed and
issued with a new 12 month warranty.
Commenting on the achievement, AUMA UK Managing Director
Paul Hopkins said:

‘The ability to renovate a 22 year old actuator is testament to
the modular design and high quality construction of the AUMA

Auma Actuators Ltd
Tel: +44 (0) 1275 871141
Email: mail@auma.co.uk
Web: www.auma.com
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World Class Engineering Training
Facility Opens In Aberdeenshire

Space for hands-on on
technical training has increased

Work on a new oil, gas and engineering training centre of excellence in
Aberdeenshire has recently reached completion and global engineering
firm Score (Europe) Ltd have now opened its doors for business.

T

he facility is to be the new headquarters of Score Training,
part of the Score (Europe) Ltd of companies, providing
expert led valve related training courses to the oil and gas
industry. The company’s Essential Valve Knowledge training is
a recognised industry benchmark for valve awareness training
and a full range of technical training courses provide hands-on
experience working with valves, their maintenance and associated
equipment. Approved by the Engineering Construction Industry
Training Board; the company also carry out critical Mechanical
Joint Integrity training and testing.
Score (Europe) Ltd plc run operations in over thirty countries
and announced that they had purchased the site of the former
HMP Peterhead back in June 2014. Since then the company
has invested extensively in a multi-stage regeneration project,
ensuring the new facilities will become a global centre of
excellence for training in the oil, gas and engineering disciplines.
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The new location will allow for increased training delivery and an
enhanced training experience. Space for hands-on on technical
training has increased from one training workshop to five
dedicated workshop training areas each fully fitted with state of
the art equipment. Specialist equipment includes hydrostatic and
gas test cells, a pressure safety valve test cell and a simulated
flow-spool, ensuring the highest standard of practical training.
The increased space will allow several training courses to be
run simultaneously; including training on a range of valve types,
actuators, preventative maintenance and the newly released
MJI 10&19 courses for hand and hydraulically torqued bolted
connection techniques.
Through the use of the new facilities the company also plan to
further develop the training provided to its own apprentices. Over
300 trainees are employed by the Group globally through their
award-winning apprenticeship scheme, covering a full range of

NEW 3rd Generation
IQT part-turn actuator
completes the IQ range

Compact and robust direct
drive output for the most
challenging environments
Score group employs
over 300 trainers globally

disciplines from mechanical engineering to administration with
over a thousand training sessions being delivered in-house
each year. The new dedicated training facilities provide the best
possible environment for engineering-based, IT and soft skill
tuition. This is intended to enhance the training experiences of
both current apprentices and future recruits.

‘World Class’
Managing Director of valve services company Score (Europe)
Limited and Chairman of Score Training, Conrad Ritchie said:
‘The development of a world class training centre presents
the opportunity for a significant increase in the provision of
technical training in the North East. It is our intention that the
enhanced facilities benefit not only our company but the local
community in addition to worldwide oil and gas clients, both
existing and prospective. As an employer we recognise the
importance of offering apprenticeship opportunities in the local
area and through our training schemes in Norway, Denmark,
Australia, the USA, Trinidad, Canada and Ireland.

As an oil and gas training provider we appreciate that our
customers place the same importance on training, technical
awareness competence and safety that we value throughout
the Score (Europe) Ltd and as such we look forward to opening
up our extensive facilities to training customers travelling from
all parts of the world to our global centre of excellence here in
the United Kingdom.’
The training facility is phase one of the regeneration project for
the site; further phases will see remaining Victorian buildings
being upgraded for a variety of uses including the provision
of secure storage and creation of a tourism hub with heritage
centre.

•

Real-time valve and process data visible at the
actuator or downloadable

•

Simple and fast commissioning using a secure
Bluetooth connection – no cover removal
required

•

Outstanding environmental protection and
optimum reliability through double-sealed
protection – IP66/68 (7m 72hrs)

•

Actuator never loses position - even after loss
of power, the latest valve position is retained
using Rotork’s patented absolute encoder

For further information:
W: www.rotork.com
T: +44 (0)1225 733200
E: information@rotork.com

Electric Actuators | Fluid Power Actuators
| Process Control Actuators | Gearboxes and
Accessories | Precision Control Instruments
| Site Services | Networks

Score (Europe) Ltd
Tel: 01779 480 000
Web: www.score-group.com
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New Facility Will Provide Local
Service For Energy Sector

The new facility boasts capabilities such as
machining, repair, testing and field service support

World-leading supplier of critical
flow control solutions, IMI Critical
Engineering, has celebrated the
opening of its new IMI CCI service
centre in Aberdeen in the UK.

T

he new facility boasts capabilities such as machining, repair,
testing and field service support as well as demonstration
units and boardroom presentation areas for customers.

The centre was officially opened in the presence of key customers
and partners from the industry operator and EPC community,
including Conoco Phillips and BP.
Attendees had the opportunity to see for themselves the latest
choke valve - which combines proven DRAG® velocity control
technology with the best grades of tungsten carbide and positioner
technology, which, combining high capacity and high precision,
provide feedback to controllers in response to the required
and actual movement of valve stems. Visitors also attended
presentations from two of the companies’ Valve Doctors®, Ronald
Simon, and IMI STI’s Engineering Director Flavio Tondolo.

IMI Critical Engineering’s continued commitment to supporting
the oil & gas and power industries in and around the North East
of Scotland.
Ronald Simon said: ‘In the course of the grand opening of our
new service centre in the European Oil Capital, Aberdeen, I had
the pleasure to present our latest innovations and success stories
for the most challenging applications and fields to our valued
clients. One of the highlights during the open day was the live
demonstration of our QuickTrak/FasTrak advanced control system
which has been invented by our Valve Doctors® for applications
with high end dynamic performance requirements, such as antisurge control valves for compressor systems.’
Damon Dunn, Senior Manager Field Service/Repair for IMI CCI
EMEA, added: ‘IMI CCI’s goal is to be more available locally to our
customers and to increase the service capabilities for our installed
base of valves.’
IMI Critical Engineering, part of IMI plc, is a world-leading provider
of critical flow control solutions that enable vital energy and
process industries to operate safely, cleanly, reliably and more
efficiently while improving its commitment to provide excellent
customer service.

‘innovations and success stories’
IMI CCI
The establishment of this base follows a strategy of increased
visibility and growth planned for the Aberdeen area and reflects
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Tel: 0161 655 1688
Web: www.imi-critical.com/Brands/Pages/IMI-CCI.aspx

Neles Globe

Finetrol – Eccentric
rotary plug valve

V-port
segment valve

Triple eccentric
disc valve

Neles RotaryGlobe

Top5 – Top entry
rotary valve

Proven
performance
for any given
environment

Metso control valves
Metso offers you the most comprehensive selection of control valves on the
market today. With the addition of Neles Globe Valves into our portfolio, the
control valves product family is now complete. You are guaranteed to find the
perfect valves for all your process needs, all the way to the most demanding of
temperature and pressure conditions.

Discover more at www.metso.com/valves, www.twitter.com/metsoflow

metso.com/valves
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Pentair Achieves Sil 3 Certification For Westlock
Position Monitors And Control Monitors
Pentair affirms its commitment to ensuring
safe operations for its customers with
successful Safety Integrated Level (SIL)
3 certification of its Westlock Controls
AccuTrak Position Monitors and Quantum
Control Monitors.

O

btained from third party certification organization exida, this universal
accreditation validates the products’ exceptional quality and reliability
for the most hazardous of applications.

Mike Lutolf, Global Product Manager – Controls at Pentair, comments: 'Safety
is our ultimate priority, so being one of the only manufacturers offering SIL 3
certified position monitors and control monitors is a truly fantastic achievement
for Pentair. Typically, many products on the market are SIL 3 capable, but not
officially certified. By offering products that meet exida’s stringent design and
Belleville_A4fpAd
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Belleville Springs is a member of the Springmasters® Group

Consultancy, Design,
Manufacture and
Distribution...

Your
complete
solution for
DISC SPRINGS AND BELLEVILLE WASHERS
Arthur Street, Lakeside, Redditch, Worcestershire B98 8JY.
Tel: +44 (0)1527 500500
Fax: +44 (0)1527 517039
info@bellevillesprings.com
www.bellevillesprings.com
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quality requirements, we are going beyond the industry
norm to ensure full compliance with SIL 3 applications.
‘When selecting our certified position monitors and
control monitors, plant operators can be confident
in the high standards of safety and quality, choosing
one of the very rare manufacturers that offers an
exclusive SIL 3 certification for these devices, as
well as other, more traditionally certified products.
Plus, users can benefit from improved service in
hazardous operations since the need to wait for the
chosen product certification is eliminated - as is the
risk of project delays due to potential certification
test failure.’
After passing rigorous Failure Modes, Effects and
Diagnostic Analysis (FMEDA), Pentair’s successful
assessment confirms that products across its entire
AccuTrack and Quantum lines are capable for use in
SIL 3 applications in low demand mode, where systems
operate less than once a year. The company’s position
monitor and control monitor series are designed to
provide a fail-safe system in critical environments,
without compromising safety-instrumented systems
(SIS). Using this certified equipment also makes
it easier to implement a safety system in process
applications, in compliance with international
standards. Depending on the application, SIL 3
certified products also reduce the risk of accident by a
factor of 10 compared to SIL 2 devices.
For more information on the Pentair’s Westlock
Controls AccuTrak position monitors and Quantum
control monitors, visit www.westlockcontrols.com.

Pentair Valves & Controls
Tel: 01858 467 281
Email: SalesUK@pentair.com
Web: www.valves.pentair.com

SIPOS Celebrates
Five Years At Franken
SIPOS Aktorik marks five years since completing
a comprehensive actuator retrofit for E.ON’s
Franken 1 power plant in Germany that is fired
by oil and gas

I

llustrating key competencies for valve
control services in the power sector,
support included a comprehensive
upgrade with removal of 120 old actuators
and installation of 200 SIPOS devices.
Extensive on-site assistance has been
provided
which
underlines
SIPOS’
collaborative approach to power industry
partnerships.
The 790 MW plant’s control system is
managed by Siemens. SIPOS demonstrated
its skills providing a total support service to
power plants including the commissioning
200 SIPOS actuators were installed at Franken 1

of complete units. The initial installation
at the Nuremberg-Gebersdorf site was
completed in just over two weeks: this
confirmed SIPOS’ rapid response service
designed to minimise down time and
maximize plant efficiency.
Commenting on the company’s credentials
supporting the power sector, Dr. Thomas
Suckut, SIPOS Aktorik’s Managing Director
said:

‘Providing advanced actuation technology,
backed by highly qualified and responsive

local support, has been key to the success
of installations, such as the prestigious
Franken 1 plant.
‘Retrofit capabilities are particularly
important to the power sector – the
efficiency of fossil fired plants is critical:
this is central to the reduction of the
carbon footprint and improvements to
plant production’s competitiveness.’
Technical support at SIPOS goes beyond
planning and reliable delivery, complete
support is provided throughout to ensure
rapid start-up and long term, trouble-free
actuator operation. Regular inspection
and preventive maintenance increases
operational safety, reduces failure risks
and enables early detection of damage or
potential system problems.

SIPOS Aktorik
Tel: 01275 871141
Email: info@sipos.de
Web: www.sipos.de
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Albion Introduces Exclusive
New Plastics Range

uPVC has excellent resistance to chemicals and abrasion

Albion (UK) Ltd, an increasingly popular UK
valves supplier has invested in developing its
plastics range to include Unistar and Onyx
premium quality valves, fitting and pipes.

T

he new ranges are exclusive to Albion in the UK and will offer
distributors better choice and pricing than ever.

Unistar's Unplasticised Poly Vinyl Chloride (uPVC) pipe
system is one of the most popular thermoplastic materials used for
pipework installations. uPVC has excellent resistance to chemicals
and abrasion, it is tasteless and odourless making it ideal for
use with potable water systems and food products. The pipe's
extremely smooth bore also gives excellent flow characteristics
and excellent hygiene properties.
Additionally, uPVC offers exceptional chemical resistance to most
solutions of salts, acids, alkalis and water-soluble solvents and
performs well in applications such as swimming pools, chemical
plants, breweries, water and waste water. uPVC is also extremely
flexible, has a long life span and low thermal conductivity. For
engineers it is quick and easy to install and requires minimal
training and equipment for joining.
Onyx valves and fittings are available in both uPVC and Acrylonitrile
Butadiene Styrene (ABS), which is used by many industries in
systems for food and beverage production, sewerage and water
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treatment etc. ABS is extremely resistant to impact and also has
good resistance to chemicals; it is non-toxic and conforms to the
toxicological requirements for food usage in the UK. The Onyx
range of fittings is also WRAS approved and suitable for potable
water applications.
ABS has excellent resistance to extreme environments,
withstanding temperatures as low as -40° and as high as +80°. It
has good insulating properties and requires very little insulation so
is often specified for applications such as chilled water, industrial
refrigeration, food storage, ice rinks, air conditioning, shipping and
marine. ABS is lightweight and offers lower installation costs as
minimal insulation is required.
Albion also stocks a range of solvent cements specially formulated
for use with Albion Plastic Products.
Albion currently stocks around 5000 lines of commercial valves,
suitable for applications predominantly within the process, water,
building services and HVAC industries, all available from its
distributor network.
For information on specific chemical resistance for both uPVC and
ABS and for advice on which solvent cements to use with each
please contact our sales department.

Albion Valves UK ltd
Tel: 01226 72 99 00
Web: www.albionvalvesuk.com

The Future’s Bright: The Future’s
Flowing Through Valves

Left: The Westlock Digital Epic 2 – Cutting Edge technology
Middle: SchuF Pat Valve With Multi- probe – Time saving VFM
Right: Worcestor 3 Piece Ball Valve – Tried and Tested technology

According to an article in the Guardian
in 2012, despite applications to University
being down in recent years, intake of
students to Chemical Engineering courses
were up that year by 4%, and by all
accounts continue to grow.

edge University environments into “real world” scenarios to build
the future of their businesses (and the World) through invention
and innovation.

A

It would be easy to sit back, put boxes on the shelf and wait for an
order number – but what is exciting about that?

s we know, studying chemical engineering can open up
a whole range of career opportunities around the World;
not just the development of new or adapted substances and
materials but the design, manufacture and operation of plants
and machinery.

At Valve and Process Solutions we like to think we are ready for
them, ready to help their understanding of all that is available,
what the tried and trusted kit (which may never be improved on)
is, and which brand is best for what they are trying to achieve. But
further than this we are constantly working with our manufacturing
partners such as Westlock, SchuF and Flowserve to promote,
explain and supply the best in new developments.

We want to see the new innovations we have now - and the ones we
know are on their way - out there, doing what they were developed
to do.

What does this growing interest in the sector
mean for us in the Valve Industry?

We want to bring the best the Valve Industry has to offer, not only
to continue our first class service and relevant accurate advice to
existing clients, but to inspire all those young engineers as they
build experience and help grow the companies they work for.

‘...constantly working ...to promote, explain
and supply the best in new developments.’

WE WILL help make the World a more innovative, efficient,
exciting place for engineers and their vision for the future – one
valve at a time!

Should we be interested in what the new kids on the block are up
to? Or should we only be building relationships with the financial
directors, project leaders and process engineers most likely to
sign an order for valves?
New graduates are the people who most quickly adopt new
technologies, push the envelope; the ones who are enthusiastic
about what can be achieved over the next decades. While we
happy experienced old war horses tend to stick with tried and
tested methods and systems, our client companies are bringing
on board the next generation of engineers bursting out of cutting

Valve & Process Solutions Ltd
Tel: 01246 220 070
Web: www.vandpsolutions.com
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Advanced Valve Solutions
Celebrates 10 years
In September Advanced
Valve Solutions (UK)
Limited celebrated its 10th
birthday by achieving a
key milestone in terms
of market penetration.
Rik Barry, UK Director, is
proud of the company’s
achievements.
‘We have now provided solutions and
maintain products in more than half of the
CCGT and CHP power stations in the UK.
Even more important than market share,
however, is the contribution that we have
been privileged to make to the operation of
the UK power generation industry. We have
saved our customers millions of pounds
by providing products that increase station
performance whilst reducing operational
and maintenance costs.’

Advanced Valve Solutions HQ

The way that we do
business is significant
Karel van Wijk, founder of Advanced Valve
Solutions Dutch parent company believes
that the way the company does business is
a significant factor in the company’s year
on year growth.

Engineering Solutions
for Critical Valve
Applications in Power
Generation, Oil & Gas
and Petrochemical



‘Our success has been built on strong
relationships with our customers. We will
visit a site and talk through any technical
issues that may exist with regards to flow
control. Once we do that we are confident
that our technical experts will be able to
find the best solution for the customer. All
of our members of staff aim to ensure the
success of the flow control project, rather
than to generate sales. The majority of our
successful projects have come in the power
industry, controlling the flow of steam and
high pressure steam although there have
also been successes in the energy, oil &
gas, nuclear and paper & pulp industries.’
Over the years AVS has gained intimate
knowledge in the specification and
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selection of complete valve packages
including control valves, isolation valves
and made to measure process solutions.
AVS has considerable experience and
expertise providing solutions to problems
utilising products from manufacturers
including: Hora, Persta, Zwick, Macoga
and Perrin.
Advanced Valve Solutions (AVS) has
replaced many valves in critical applications
in UK power stations and has a proven
track record in protecting stations from
loss of production and saving £000,000s in
repairs and replacement parts.

Advanced Valve
Solutions (UK) Ltd
Tel: +44 (0)1270 534685
Web: www.AdvancedValveSolutions.co.uk

www.springs.co.uk

Corrosion.
It’s what you can’t see that can
cause the biggest problems.
The internal working mechanisms of products
and components used in certain applications
and in harsh environments, can succumb to
stress and corrosion too. This can eventually
cause major problems such as unplanned
maintenance, leaks and limitations on plant
availability...
...which is why it is important that products and components used
within these industries comply with NACE standards.
At Springtech we are used to developing valve spring solutions
for harsh environments, working with NACE compliant materials
such as Inconel X-750, Nimonic 90 and Elgiloy. These materials
are produced to extend the lifespan of components and provide
longterm savings and ROI for customers.
We can offer you spring design, development and manufacturing
based on a wealth of experience, working in industry sectors such
as medical, aerospace, automotive and energy, with specific oil
and gas expertise in areas such as:
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Call us to discuss your reqiurements or for a
FREE design review on: 01494 556700

ABERDEENSHIRE: Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire AB43 9BU.
Tel: +44 (0)1346 518061
HEAD OFFICE: Springtech Ltd. Unit 1, Fairview Industrial Estate,
Beech Road, High Wycombe, Bucks , United Kingdom.
Tel: +44 (0) 1494 556700 Fax: +44 (0) 1494 511002
Email: enquiries@springs.co.uk

Web: www.springs.co.uk
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SIL 4 – Am I Safe now?
Author: Ville Kähkönen,
Oil & Gas business manager,
Metso Flow Control Inc.
ESD valve
An emergency shutdown (ESD) valve is
part of a safety instrumented system
(SIS). It is a vital part of the safety system
and often described as the final element.
Normally, the term ESD valve refers to
all types of safety system valves, such
as shutdown, emergency shutdown,
emergency ventilation or blowdown valves.
There is much confusion in the functional
safety area when it comes to what should
be considered with regards to safety valves
to make a plant safe. There are different
aspects to think about and evaluate in the
case of a safety valve. Excellent probability
of failure on demand (PFD) and safety
integrity level (SIL) – but am I safe now?
There is much more than the SIL
certification that is needed. We can go
through the 3 main steps for ESD valves.

Valve
Selection

Functional
Safety

Testing &
Maintenance

Figure 1 ESD valve selection
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Valve selection
The most important step in the selection
of an ESD valve is to use the applicationbased valve selection process. This step
has not been observed often enough in
recent years, while the functional safety
calculations have attracted excessive
attention.
ESD valves have the same application
challenges as normal on-off valves.
Correct valve selection includes valve type,
pressure class, temperature, materials
and other details. If the selection does not
match to the application in question, valve
failure will be systematic, and we cannot
take any advantage of the functional safety
calculations of the SIL and PFD value.
Systematic error in valve selection will
make the valve fail every time in the same
way, and random error rate will no longer
be the main source of failure.
A very good example of systematic error
is incorrect seat selection. We can use the
example of polymer service to demonstrate
systematic error. There are a number of
different types of valves and seats in the
market, but only some of those can be
used in polymer service. After we know
the correct pressure class, materials and
temperature range, we must consider
other details to make the valve work in
a real process. A rough categorization
could include seat types that have contact
between the sealing elements all along the
stroke and seat types that lose the contact
while operating like plug and rising stem
valves. The problem with seat types that
lose contact is the polymer accumulation
between the surfaces. The valve does
not fully work or starts to jam after that.
This problem can be solved by selecting a
rotary ball-type valve with a scraping seat
that wipes the sealing surface clean while
stroking the valve. This solves one problem,
but after selecting the ball-type valve,
there are still multiple different seats. The
so-called open-seat design (Figure 2) will
get jammed when the polymer enters the
seat cavity. This problem can be solved by
using a closed-seat design in which the
functional feature of the seat is protected.
This type of seat is an excellent selection
in processes that have impurities. For the
ESD valve, it would be disaster if the valve
seat is jammed when the valve needs to
operate. The previous example highlights

Figure 2 Closed and open seat design

the importance of application-based valve
selection. Even for an incorrect seat type,
it would be possible to calculate a high SIL
and a good PFD value. If we look at the
PFD value alone, it cannot guarantee plant
safety.
Following the international standard IEC
61508 and 61511, we typically have a
safety integrity level to match based on
the hazard and operability analysis (Hazop)
and safety integrity level assessment.
The final elements are a critical part of
the safety loop. If devices, such as valves,
are not working properly, the safety
instrumented function is not available. In
recent years, there have been a number
of announcements of manufacturers
publishing SIL certification and advertising
SIL 3 valves. The certification is good
document to prove that the valve is capable
of working in a SIL 3 loop, but it does not
guarantee that the function is SIL 3. The
final element is part of the safety loop, and
therefore, component certificates are not
enough to assure the safety integrity level
of the loop. The complete final element as
an assembly must be calculated, taking
into account all components that are
needed for the safety function.
In the final element assembly, typical
components are the valve body, actuator
and intelligent safety solenoid. All these
components have their own component

Example of Metso Flow Control SIL tool (Nelprof 6)

Figure 3 Nelprof SIL tool

SIL certification and PFD value, which
can be calculated according to the
testing intervals.
From the example, it is easy to notice
the effect of the testing intervals. Even
if the SIL 2 capability is achieved in both
examples, the PFD value will change. Only
by calculating the complete system is it
possible to know the final safety system
capability.

Testing & maintenance
Service and testing make up a large part
of the ESD valve’s life cycle. ESD valves
should not be so-called “install and forget”
devices. The only way to maintain the safety
integrity is to have a test plan and follow
that plan. In the example above, the testing
interval for full stroke testing was 48 or 36
months; for partial stroke testing, it was
3 months. If the testing according to plan
is not done, the safety integrity level is not
maintained. Using the Nelprof SIL tool, it is
also easy to see what the testing intervals
should be, and if the testing is not possible
at that interval, then what the effect will
be on the PFD value. A partial stroke test

(PST) interval of one to three months is
quite often and typically done with an
intelligent safety solenoid, such as Neles
ValvGuard, to automate the testing routine
and documentation.
ESD valve testing is typically categorized
in two different types. A partial stroke
test (PST) can be done while the plant is
operating, and a proof test happens during
shutdowns. The difference between the
testing types is that while the full stroke of
a valve in proof test will have impact on the
operation of the plant, the partial stroke
test can be done without causing any harm
to the process. During the PST, the valve is
moved just few percents of the full stroke
to analyze its condition. In proof tests,
the full stroke test will complete a 100%
stroke. The advantage of carrying out the
PST is that the full stroke test then does
not have to be done so often and will help to
match the turnaround period of the plant.
From the graph above, it is easy to notice
the advantage of the PST. The green
colored line reached the SIL 2 level much
faster than the blue colored line with PST.
We can also notice that it is not possible to
completely avoid the proof testing by doing
the PST, but the interval for the full stroke
testing can be longer.

Figure 5 Metso ESD valve

we can take full advantage of functional
safety calculations. After these steps
are completed to ensure the plant safety
during the full life cycle, the testing and
maintenance of the valves are important to
make sure the ESD valve will work when it
needs to work.

Summary

Figure 4 Testing interval

ESD valve selection is not just calculating
the PFD and safety integrity level. The
basic work of the application-based valve
selection is still a very important part of the
ESD valve selection process. After the valve
is capable of working in the application,

Metso Automation Ltd
Tel: 0870 606 1478
Email: uk.sales@metso.com
Web: www.metso.com
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Duplex And Super Duplex –
Ensuring Your Fastener Is Correct
When purchasing anything, you always want
to ensure you get exactly what you ordered.
With fasteners, this is no different and is becoming
more and more critical in the high end markets of
Oil & Gas, Petrochemical and Offshore bolting.

I

n the past 5 years, the use of Duplex and
Super Duplex has increased dramatically
in the fastener industry. Raw materials
are readily available, in a good range of sizes
and competitively priced. These factors
have encouraged a number of companies
to get involved with these materials,
meaning competition is fierce. However,
Duplex materials are complicated and, if
not handled right at every stage, can give
end users major problems.
The main reasons these problems occur
is when a product, such as a Hexagon
Bolt, Socket Capscrews or Hexagon nut
is produced by hot forging. The hot forging
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process is either performed incorrectly, the
heat treatment load is not done and tested
to a repeatable and approved procedure,
or sometimes products are not even heat
treated at all.
Imagine this scenario; you have 2 hexagon
bolts that have been hot forged and
machined, that look exactly the same,
from 2 different suppliers. All the material
certificates conform to the required
standard and a PMI check of each fastener
shows both are the correct grade. However,
only one supplier hasn’t carried out the
hot forging and heat treatment process
correctly. The only way you could now

fully tell the difference is by carrying out
a full metallurgical analysis on the finished
products.
Duplex materials have an austenite and
ferrite balance, which gives a better
corrosion resistance (stress and pitting),
plus a higher strength than standard
austenitic stainless steels (A2/A4).
However, when hot forged or heat treated
incorrectly, this balance can be altered and
these increased capabilities are altered
or completely taken away. There are also
detrimental phases that can be formed,
such as Sigma and Chi, should the material
not be handled correctly. These phases can
greatly reduce corrosion resistance and the
strength performance expected of Duplex
and Super Duplex.
After the hot forging of these materials,
there should always be a solution treatment
take place. This solution treatment process
is a vital part of ensuring the material is
returned to the original, intended condition
it was designed for. As with any process as
vital as this, the load must be treated at the
correct time and temperature, followed by

Bad

Duplex and Super Duplex
are both expected to be
added to ISO 3506 at its
next revision

examples of both bad and good results on
a heat treatment load:

These dark patches within the microstructure (taken at x500) are signs of “Sigma Phase”, which
is detrimental to Super Duplex.

Good

Duplex and Super Duplex are both
expected to be added to ISO 3506 at its
next revision. This will no doubt encourage
a further increase in suppliers that
manufacture in these materials. However,
not all manufacturers will have the
experience and knowledge to supply hot
forged products as well as West Special
Fasteners. James Hawkins, one of our
Directors, sits on the ISO 3506 Revision
Committee for the UK, and has offered his
20 plus years of experience of forging Super
Duplex from the trials in the early 90's, to
the development of the processes used
today by the top producers of Super Duplex
bolting today. The company has supplied
proven technical data, to the committee,
from real world projects, using fasteners
produced in Super Duplex by West Special
Fasteners.
West Special Fasteners have recently been
awarded approval for the hot forging of
Super Duplex by a major end user in the
Oil & Gas market, ExxonMobil. Not only is
this approval a major success story for our
company, but shows understanding of the
materials we are regularly asked to supply.
This, along with high level of integrity,
transparency and knowledge, ensure that
West Special Fasteners are supplying the
right product. Not only in these grades, but
exotic materials such as Inconel, Hastelloy,
Titanium and many others.
To some people it is just a bolt and a nut, but
to West Special Fasteners, it’s a nut and a
bolt that will do the job it was designed for!

The above microstructure, taken at the same magnification, is free of sigma phase and any other
detrimental aspects to Super Duplex.

rapid water quenching. If the products are
loaded inaccurately, heated at wrong times
/ temperatures or quenched incorrectly,
you will have defective products.
Once heat treatment has been completed,
the only way that you can ensure it has been
done correctly is by carrying out specific

tests on the load. These tests check the
structure of the material, ensuring that
the balance of austenite and ferrite is back
at the correct levels, plus the detrimental
phases have not occurred. These tests are
carried out by fully independent, UKAS
approved test houses. Above, you will see

West Special Fasteners Ltd
Tel: 01246 291111
Web: www.westspecialfasteners.co.uk
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Adding Value To The Motor
Operated Valve (MOV)
In common with many industries, the
valve control market faces increasing
pressure from commoditisation
of its products.

I

n a series of four Masterclass articles published in the next four
issues of Valve User we look at how AUMA Actuators Ltd has
addressed the challenges of valve actuation commoditisation.
The starting point is a thorough understanding of how an actuator
is specified, used and maintained. Each article focuses on a
different stage of the product’s life cycle namely:
• Control system design and actuator specification
• Plant installation and commissioning
• Plant operation
• Maintenance and asset management
Each stage involves different teams with a diverse range of
requirements. The four articles consider how the provision of an
integrated control system actuator solution, rather than a simple
hardware sale, better satisfies the differing customer needs and
adds real customer value. In this first article we will consider
the control system design and actuator specification stage of
the process.

AUMA’s modular construction, with three axes of assembly, allows 64
different build orientations

Control system design and actuator specification
Mind / muscle interface
The electric actuator for valve control must span two different
disciplines: the ‘intelligence’ of managing analogue or digital
control signals & feedback and the creation of ‘brute force’ using
linear or rotary motion to open / close different valve types.
These two disciplines are generally considered separately
throughout the life of the actuator, whether it be in the initial
controls design stage or the skill requirements for plant installers
and maintenance teams.
AUMA’s approach was to design a product which reflected the
different disciplines by creating the modular actuator solution
in which the control head is separate from the motor gearbox
drive unit, but uses a common interface to connect the two
components.

AUMA control head unit (upper) and motor gearbox drive unit (lower)
with common interface. Inset image shows control and motor drive unit
connected by an umbilical cable.
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Using this interface throughout the product range means that
different control heads whether mechanical (AM Controls) or
digital (AC Controls) can be bolted to different drive units. In
addition, to provide greater design flexibility, the control head
can be mounted at any one of four different orientations. This
is also true of the electrical connector and control interface.
In this way the same basic actuator can be built, or modified on
site if necessary, to any one of 64 different build orientations. This
gives maximum design flexibility and ensures the display is easy
to read by the operator. The control engineer can also mount the
control head remotely from the drive unit using an umbilical cable
up to 100 metres in length. This can be used to provide a safer
solution to valve control systems which are used, for example, in
underground locations.

Typical Fieldbus Wiring
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Wiring Using Integral
Actuator A/D Converters

PLC
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SIPOS SEVEN electric actuator – advanced variable speed control with
colour interface
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ACTUATOR 2
WITH A/D
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ACTUATOR 3
WITH A/D

ACTUATOR 4
WITH A/D
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Sophisticated control with variable speed actuation
Many applications can be satisfied with simple open / close
functionality, however more demanding applications require a
higher level of valve control. Water hammer poses a serious threat
in many applications and valve seats suffer if driven hard to their
end positions every time the valve is closed. The development of
the innovative SIPOS range of variable speed actuators, updated
this year to the new SIPOS SEVEN with a larger colour display,
gives the control engineer the ability to change the speed of
actuation at different points in the open / close cycle. Typically
this means a valve can be closed rapidly through most of its range
and then slowed as it nears its close position. This alleviates both
water hammer problems and can extend the life of the valve seat.
In addition, a fast close speed can be programmed for emergency
shut down situations. This advanced control capability can even
be used to provide near linear performance from lower cost nonlinear valves, by using the multiple speed / set point capability of
the variable speed actuator.

Actuator 4
includes terminator

IN

FLOW
SENSOR
4-20 MA

DP
SENSOR
4-20 MA

LEVEL
SENSOR
4-20 MA

FLOW
SWITCH
VFC

Sensors wired to
the appropriate
actuator in the
control loop

Using the AUMA actuator’s integral A/D converter can reduce system
costs in typical fieldbus applications.

Solar powered systems
Actuators have never been considered low power devices with
high start-up currents and three phase power supplies typically
seen. However the innovative use of an inverter within the SIPOS
variable speed actuator means the control engineer now has an
actuator which can provide high start-up torque with no peak
start-up current and low overall power consumption. This means
that cables, even on long runs, can be specified for the nominal
current and remote solar powered applications are a reality.
Reducing system costs at the design stage
So far we have just considered the actuator and valve but typical
control systems contain many other devices such as level or
flow sensors which all need to communicate back to the master
control system. Wiring and device costs can be reduced at the
design stage by using the in-built capability of the AUMA actuator
to digitise analogue signals and feed them back using the fieldbus
communication link. This offers considerable savings including
segment couplers, protectors and reduced wiring costs.
In this first article we have seen how actuator design innovations
can benefit the control system designer via enhanced control
system capability and the opportunity to design out cost. In the
next article, how actuator design features impact installation and
comissioning will be discussed.

Auma Actuators Ltd
SIPOS Solar remote controlled actuation solution linked to a penstock
and level sensor. The integral on-board PID controller saves using an
additional PLC.

Tel: +44 (0) 1275 871141
Email: mail@auma.co.uk
Web: www.auma.com
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Total And Parker Set Instrumentation
Manifold Standard For Projects
And Upgrades In Europe
Total RC, the refining and chemicals
arm of French oil giant Total SA,
is standardising on manifolds
produced by the Instrumentation
Products Division of Parker
Hannifin, the global leader in
motion and control technologies.

T

he decision follows several years’ extensive temperature,
pressure and corrosion testing of products from different
manufacturers – Parker is the first company to have secured
a 100 percent pass rate.
All the manifolds will utilise Parker’s PTFree connect
system (shown here) or flanged inlets and outlets.

Under the terms of the contract, Parker will supply all the
instrumentation manifolds that Total RC needs for new
installations and upgrades across its entire European base of
refining and petrochemical operations. Most of the company’s
requirements will be for manifolds designed to connect
process transmitters to ANSI Class 1500 or 600 piping,
together with some for use with pressure gauges and lower
rated instrumentation tubing.
The manifolds cover a diverse range of 2-, 4- and 5-valve
configurations. They all either feature flanged inlets and outlets, or
utilise Parker’s PTFree connect system. All of the Class 600 and
1500 manifolds that Parker will supply under this contract are NACE
MR0175/ISO 15156 compliant and rated for service in sour gas
(H2S) environments. All metallic components are manufactured
from heat code traceable 316 stainless steel. The valves are high
performance globe style bonnet designs, with externally adjustable
sealing glands and Graphoil packing. Every manifold includes
steam trace ports for heat tracing and all vent valves feature antitamper bonnets.

Parker Hannifin Manufacturing Ltd
Tel: 01271 313 131
Web: ipd@parker.com
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PLUG AND
DISPLAY

The easy to read display
of the SIPOS SEVEN valve
actuator makes power plant
operation and maintenance
much easier

Plain and simple – the advanced SIPOS SEVEN
actuator has a large, full color display. This new
operator interface enhances system monitoring
and simplifies everyday tasks:
All important information legible at a glance
Screen orientation can be changed in 90° steps
Animation-based instructions minimize the use
of manuals
Three benefits amongst many, delivered by the
market leader in variable speed actuation.
Stay Ahead
With the new SIPOS SEVEN

PROFITRON

STAY AHEAD. STAY SIPOS
info@sipos.de, www.siposseven.com
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J+J Launch New Range
Of Pneumatic Actuators

A J+J rack and pinion pneumatic actuator in stock
at Pershore, UK

J+J Automation UK, the UK arm
of the European electric actuator
manufacturer J+J, has launched
a new range of rack and pinion
pneumatic actuators, their C Series.

A

ccustomed to providing quality at an affordable price in
their electric actuator range, J+J have chosen to introduce
a rugged, reliable and durable, pneumatic actuator with
an excellent quality to price ratio, confident that they are able to
compete with some of the more commonly seen economically
priced actuators currently on the market, whether selling loose
actuators or an in-house built and tested valve and actuator
assembly. Typical stocked valve and actuator assemblies include 2
and 3 way ball valves in brass, stainless steel and plastics, plus the
usual butterfly valves including WRAS approved versions.
With 14 models in the C Series range offering maximum double
acting torques of over 3500Nm, and maximum end of spring torques
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in their single acting versions of over 2000Nm, the vast majority of
any quarter turn valve, be it ball, butterfly, plug or damper, can be
actuated. Fully compliant with all the usual actuator standards to
allow direct mounting to ISO:5211 compliant valves, and simple
addition of position monitoring, control and feedback devices, the
ATEX approved C Series from J+J is not only competitively priced,
but user friendly. The full range of pilot solenoids, switch boxes
and positioners already associated with J+J can all be fitted to the
C Series actuator.
Serviceable stocks are held at their ISO:9001 approved facility
in Pershore near Worcester, with bulk stocks available on a fast
delivery from J+J’s European bulk stocks near Barcelona in Spain.

J+J Automation UK Ltd
Tel: +44(0) 1386 552254
Web: www.jjautomation.com

Crane Celebrates
160 Years Of Innovation

Crane was founded in 1855

Commemorating a heritage of leadership
and innovation, Crane ChemPharma
& Energy celebrated the 160-year
anniversary of Crane Co. during the Valve
World Americas Expo from July 15-16.

D

uring the conference, Crane showcased new products,
participated in a panel discussion on valve design, and
commemorated their heritage with a presentation on
the history of valves by United Valve President, Greg Johnson,
along with cake and a champagne toast.
Since its foundation in 1855, Crane has been a symbol of
manufacturing excellence, expanding alongside the global
industrial revolution and shaping the growth of industry
worldwide. Crane ChemPharma & Energy, the consolidation
of former businesses Crane ChemPharma Flow Solutions
and Crane Energy Flow Solutions, is proud to be a part of the
company’s illustrious history, delivering solutions to the fluid
handling challenges faced by the industry’s most demanding
applications.

‘From the industrial revolution to the modern age, Crane
has anticipated the challenges of the market and developed
progressive solutions to address them,’ said Aneta Stephens,
Global Director of Marketing Communications for Crane
ChemPharma & Energy. ‘Our 160-year anniversary celebrates
Crane’s culture of innovation and steadfast commitment to
our customers.’
More than a century of invention has enabled Crane to
expand domestically, internationally and beyond, providing
solutions to markets as distant as the moon with pumps
used in the Gemini and Apollo Space programs. Building
upon a 160-year tradition of excellence, Crane’s evolution
continues to shape the future of industrial manufacturing.

Crane ChemPharma
& Energy
Tel: 01633 486 666
Web: www.cranecpe.com
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Valvenco: Short Lead-Times
& Long-Term Partnerships

Masoneilan Control
Valves Available Next
Day from Stock.

V

alvenco, the Buckinghamshire based
stockist, distributor and valve repair
and service centre, can now offer
Masoneilan Camflex control valves on
next day delivery from stock. The popular
control valves are available at up to 6˝
in size.
Valvenco is a major supplier of control
valves, on/off valves and associated spare
parts to the oil & gas, power, petrochemical,
water and other process related industries.
The company was formed in 2010 by
experienced professionals from the valve
and actuator industries. As such the
company is a dedicated, long-term partner
to both suppliers and customers alike.
Managing Director
comments:

Glenn

Kemmery

‘As an established official, GE Channel
Partner we have many long term
customers which is typical of the trust
those we work with place in us. Our team
pride themselves in building long term
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relationships which prove to be mutually
beneficial to all parties.’
The endorsement from GE is one of a string
of accolades for the company, who are well
versed in working on long term projects
for high profile end users. Valvenco is also
trusted as a distributor and service partner
for prominent on/off valve brands such
as Cameron, Newco, Newmans, Douglas
Chero (gate, globe and check valves) and
Alfa Valvole (ball valves).
The Masoneilan Camflex valves, like the
rest of the extensive spectrum of valves
in stock, leave the Valvenco distribution
facility fully assembled, tested and ready
for use. When ordered from stock, the
valves are available on next day UK delivery.
As well as offering short lead-times,
Valvenco engineers have the skills,
background and experience to work on the
most demanding projects.

‘We are able to provide a full project
management service as a result of our
team’s history of working for major valve
and actuator corporations. Not only do we
have the technical skills to perform a full
sizing and selection service, but we also
have the experience of working with major
contractors and operators.’ Confirms
Glenn Kemmery ‘but equally important is
that we have the range of contacts within

the valve industry, to supply our customers
with the right valve for the job, whether that
is part of our current stock range or not.
That is a mantra which is very important
for us.’
For more information on working with
Valvenco, please contact one of the team
using the details below.

Valvenco Limited
Tel: 01844 201105
Web: www.valvenco.com

Achieving great things

Final preparation for the opening of a new state-of-the-art production facility

“Signum is building a group of world beating businesses.
Talk to us and be part of this exciting future.”

Signum Technology
Commerce Business Centre

T: +44 (0) 1373 827 100
F: +44 (0) 1373 858 877

West Wilts Trading Estate

Think what you could be saying as part
of the Signum Technology Group

Westbury, Wiltshire BA13 4LS
United Kingdom

E: info@signumtl.com
W: www.signumtl.com
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40th Breakaway Coupling
For Major Oil Company

Assentech recommended the KLAW
Flip-Flap Valve breakaway coupling

Assentech, experts in tank storage
and process safety, has announced
that it has successfully delivered and
installed its 40th breakaway coupling
for a major UK oil company.

T

he devices have been distributed to oil terminals throughout
the UK in order to prevent uncontrolled spills. This is the
culmination of an extensive review of couplings and their
performance undertaken by Assentech on behalf of by the oil
company.
Three different safety options were investigated for suitability for
the application. The company has invested heavily in research and
development to ensure the most effective mechanism is available
to industry.
Assentech recommended the KLAW Flip-Flap Valve breakaway
coupling, which was readily accepted by the oil company. The FlipFlap design was chosen for its efficient use of space, snap action
and light weight. There is no leakage from partial breaks and in
the event of a drive off activation is immediate and clean. Extensive
testing was conducted both at the factory and on the customer’s
premises.
The compact and light weight Flip-Flap design means the outside
diameter of valve is similar to the standard delivery pipe so it doesn’t
interfere with API coupler handle. It gives excellent flow rates and
being a similar weight to the standard pipe spool it replaces in the
arm there is no need to adjust the counterweight mechanism to
keep the arm balanced post installation.
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Assentech engineers extensively review application details for each
installation prior to installation of each coupling. The coupler must
be sufficiently robust to resist daily handling for loading operations
but have the correct breaking strain to protect the facility in the
event of a drive off.
The coupling devices are used in truck, rail and ship-to-ship loading
of fluids and gasses. They prevent unplanned spills and limits the
loss of fluid to the environment preventing pollution and dangerous
vapour clouds which can cause a significant explosion risk.
This coupling has the potential to be used as a fundamental safety
mechanism for all Tier 1 COMAH (Control of Major Accidents and
Hazards) sites in the UK. It is a key shield to protect the business
from lost production, the environment from uncontrolled spillages
and workers from hazardous fluids which can explode.
Assentech is also carrying out periodic inspections, an MoT for
valves, as most accidents are caused by poor maintenance.
Ewart Cox, Managing Director of Assentech, said: ‘The oil
company wanted to increase the level of safety and we were able
to demonstrate the KLAW Flip-Flap design as the safest and
most adaptable breakaway coupling for the safe running of their
oil terminals. This is helping the company keep its workers safe,
ensure its plant is working to peak efficiency and adhering to the
strict laws that regulate this process.’
Videos of Assentech breakaway coupling http://www.assentech.
co.uk/knowledge-bank/videos/

Assentech Sales Ltd
Tel: 01726 844707
Email: info@assentech.co.uk
Web: www.assentech.co.uk

Flowstar To Stock Medenus Gas
Pressure Regulators & Filters
Flowstar Ltd, the stockists of a comprehensive range of safety, relief and reducing valves,
has become the UK and Ireland distributor of Medenus Gas pressure regulators and filters.

F

lowstar will be able to deliver from
the company’s Hull headquarters
within two-three weeks, and as quick
as next day.
Medenus manufacture a comprehensive
range of gas pressure regulators, gas filters
and gas safety shut off valves. They are 100%
German manufactured, with fully traceable
materials used. The products have built
an enviable reputation based on many
years of reliable performance. All products

Product Spotlight: Medenus
gas filter series DF100
These cellular filters are available in size
DN25 – DN200, with DIN flanges PN16
or ANSI150RF. The standard efficiency
rate of dust of the filter cartridge is about
99,9% > 2µm and they are suitable to all
kinds of dry gases according to G260/262
(others upon request). If necessary it is
possible to add a differential pressure
gauge with or without remote indication
and ball valves as well.

are certified to PED, CE, DVGW and GOST
standards/certifications.
Flowstar has become the authorised UK &
Ireland Distributor for the Medenus range,
as the German manufacturer recognised
the company’s record for delivery and
customer service. Flowstar will also stock
spare parts for the regulators, meaning
customers can expect an excellent level of
post-sale service.

Gas Pressure Regulators
Gas pressure regulators serve to ensure
a constant outlet pressure, regardless of
inlet pressure, variation in the gas usage
and abrupt changes in flowrate. Gas safety
shut-off valves automatically interrupt the
gas flow when there is an excess pressure
or gas shortage. Gas filters are mainly used
in gas pressure regulating and measuring
stations to protect equipment.
For more information, please contact a
member of Flowstar’s experienced sales
engineering team using the details below

Flowstar Ltd
Tel: 01482 601030
Email: hull@flowstar.co.uk
Web: www.flowstarvalveshop.com
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First SIPOS SEVEN Shipment
SIPOS Aktorik has celebrated the
inaugural shipment of the company’s
new generation electric actuator.

T

he first SIPOS SEVEN devices off the production line are
being dispatched to an ultra-supercritical (USC) coal-fired
power plant under construction in Opole, south-west Poland.

SIPOS actuators will be commissioned across the two 900 MW
units that form the basis of the new plant.

Tel: 01275 871141
Email: info@sipos.de
Web: www.sipos.de
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BVAA’s Technical Hot Spot

SIPOS Aktorik
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Around 1,000 SIPOS SEVEN actuators featuring full colour display
and multi-functional drive controller have been ordered for the
Opole installation. Supported by AUMA Polska, the actuators
are being supplied to Alstom who report to the scheme’s main
customer, Polska Grupa Energetyczna.

Michael Molle (far left) SIPOS Aktorik R&D Manager and Peter Mueller
(second from right), Project Manager are joined by members of the
production team.

T
PO

The company’s state-of-the-art facility in Altdorf, Germany which was designed to offer flexibility to expand production, has
easily absorbed the new SIPOS SEVEN alongside the established
SIPOS 5 electric actuator and other valve control devices, including
actuators catering for nuclear power installations.
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THREADED END VALVES – END TO END AND
CENTRE TO END DIMENSIONS – NEW STANDARD
ISSUED BS EN16722:2015
What is it?: BS EN 16722 specifies the end-to-end and centreto-end dimensions for gate, globe, lift check and ball valves
with threaded ends with connecting dimensions in compliance
with EN ISO 228-1 or EN 10226-1, used in PN and Class
designated piping systems.

EN16722 will be referred to in future revisions of BS EN
product standards. Manufacturer’s claiming compliance to a
product standard will be required to comply with the end-toend and centre-to-end dimensions if they make any valves with
pressure designations as detailed in 1. to 4. above.

Why is it important?: This is a new standard. Its scope includes
valves sizes DN4 to DN100 in pressure designations PN10 to
PN400 and Class 150 to Class 2500. In practice ete and cte
dimensions are only specified for

Supersedes: New standard. Nothing to supersede

1. Gate valves PN10 to PN16
2. Ball valves PN10 to PN400
3. Globe and Lift Check Valves PN10 to PN40, Class 150,
Class 300
4. Globe control valves PN10 to PN40, Class 150, Class 300
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This standard is available from BSi Publications at a price
of £152.00 (members price £76.00). Those people that are
members of PSE/18 or PSE/18/1 committees are able to
download the standard for free.

Flowstar Add New Safety
Valve To Niezgodka Range
Flowstar Ltd, the Hull based stockists of safety, relief and reducing
valves, has added new Niezgodka product to its extensive range
from the German manufacturer.

Valves form Niezgodka’s German manufactured range

F

lowstar has been exclusive agents for Niezgodka’s safety,
relief, reducing and sustaining valves since the company’s
inception over 25 years ago.

Managing Director Chris Turner commented:

‘In my opinion as an experienced valve sales engineer, Niezgodka
products could be considered the Rolls Royce of valves. Not only
do they perform well, but they also look and feel very high quality.
The new safety valves which we have added to our stocks continue
this tradition of high quality. ’

Niezgodka has a comprehensive range of valves and a strong
pedigree for supplying industry. In addition to the safety valves
described above the company manufacture over twenty models
of reducing and sustaining valves, special design valves for
pharmaceutical and food industries, tank blanketing valves,
vacuum relief and pressure relief valves
For more information on short-lead-time supply of Niezgodka
valves in the UK and Ireland, please contact one of Flowstar’s
experienced team using the contact details below.

New Products
Niezgodka, which was founded in Hamburg in 1967 and is still
family owned, has over 30 models of safety and relief valves in its
current range. The new model is the ‘type 50 safety valve’ which
is fully European sourced and manufactured. As standard the
stainless steel 1.4571 type 50 safety valve is suitable for cryogenic
service to -200°C, oxygen service and available in ¼˝ or 3/8˝ inlet x
3/8˝ or ½˝ outlet. The compact yet versatile valve is available in up
to 100 BarG set pressure, in duplex, super duplex stainless steel,
titanium, and other materials.

Flowstar Ltd
Tel: 01482 601030
Email: hull@flowstar.co.uk
Web: www.flowstarvalveshop.com
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BiS Valves Globally Qualified
Supplier To FMC Technologies
FMC is a leading provider of
technologies and services to the
oil and gas industry and is the global
market leader in subsea systems.

I

t therefore makes us extremely proud to announce that we have
successfully undergone the FMC supplier qualification process
as a result of which we have been awarded Global Qualified
Supplier status.
The validity of this qualification depends on scores awarded
in relation to Quality Management and HSE systems. BiS has
achieved the maximum validity period of three years.

So whilst achieving FMC Global Qualified supplier status is
cause for celebration at BiS Valves, we also feel a great sense of
responsibility to ensure that our aspirations in the area of Quality
Management and HSE equal those of FMC.
We realise that to achieve the operational excellence that will
meet the levels of safety, reliability and on-time delivery that
all our customers have a right to expect requires companywide
effectiveness and the dedication of all our employees.

We don’t claim to get things right all the time, but we absolutely
recognise the importance of continuous improvement to the extent
that every one of our staff is trained in these techniques.
We have enjoyed working closely with FMC. We thank them for
their support and look forward to our successful collaboration in
the future.

BIS Valves
Tel: 01202 896 322
Web: www.bisvalves.co.uk
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John Gremp, Chairman and CEO said of their Global Quality Policy,
‘FMC is dedicated to providing systems, products and services
that meet all the specified requirements for safety, reliability and
delivery. We will focus on our customer’s success by insisting on
continuous improvement and application of zero defect capable
processes’

CAL HOT S
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GATE VALVES – CAST IRON - UPDATED STANDARD ISSUED
BS EN1171:2015
What is it?: BS EN 1171 is the standard for Gate Valves made
in all types of Cast Iron for general purpose applications.
Why is it important?: In this new edition, the following
modifications were made:
• The normative references were updated in Clause 2 and
throughout the text;
• 4.1.1, 4.1.2.1, 4.1.2.3, 4.2.1, 8.1, Annex C and Table ZA.1
were revised to be in compliance with EU Directive 97/23/
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EC (PED). These clauses cover design, materials and
marking. This standard now makes reference to the materials listed inEN12516-4 and no longer to those listed in
EN1503-3
Supersedes: 2002 version.
This standard is available from BSi Publications at a price
of £152.00 (members price £76.00). Those people that are
members of PSE/18 or PSE/18/2 committees are able to
download the standard for free.

New Guides Announce ABB’s
Service Offerings For Flow
Calibration And Valve Testing
ABB’s flow and valve
services explained by
new publications
ABB’s Measurement and Analytics
business has released two new guides
covering its services for flow calibration
and valve testing. Available on request
from
abb.service@gb.abb.com,
the
guides explain how ABB’s flow calibration
facilities at its Stonehouse and Workington
factories can be used to help check the
accuracy of flowmeters and control valves.
For flow calibration, the facilities enable
a wide variety of flowmeter types to be
calibrated to the leading international
standards. All calibrations are carried
out to ISO9000, with the option of a
UKAS accredited calibration where the
certificate carries the ILAC and UKAS
Calibration Laboratory 0255 logo.
The flow calibration guide explains how
the facilities can be used to calibrate
meter sizes from 1mm to 2.4 metres at
accuracies down to ±0.1%. It also covers
the range of calibration techniques
available,
including
gravimetric,
volumetric or comparison methods,
describing each technique and explaining
how to choose the right method.
The valve testing guide covers ABB’s
ability to test control valves from 25mm up
to six metres and weighing up to 10 tonnes
in accordance with the EN ISO 60534-23 standard for control valve testing. The
guide explains the testing process and
outlines the benefits of ABB’s service,
which enables valve users to ensure that
their valves have been tested for their
specific requirements.
Both services are offered via ABB’s
Measurement & Analytics Products
Service team and are part of a wider
service capability spanning ABB’s entire
portfolio of instruments and analysers.

ABB release new guides covering its
services for flow calibration and valve testing

‘The vital role performed by flowmeters,
control valves or any form of instrument
or analyser means that it is worth
investing the money, time and effort
in ensuring that devices are properly
serviced throughout their lifetime, from
installation and commissioning through
to upgrade or replacement,’ says Mark
Niblett, Measurement & Analytics Service
Manager UK & Ireland.
‘Our flowmeter calibration and valve
testing services are just two examples
of our wider service offering, which can
help our customers to enjoy continued
accuracy and high performance from their
equipment throughout its operational life.’

To request a copy of the guides, or for
more information about ABB’s instrument
and analyser service offering, please
email abb.service@gb.abb.com or call
03339 997 996, ref. ‘Guides’.

ABB Limited
Tel: 01453 826661
Web: www.abb.com
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Quickits Spring Into Action
And Fill A Gap In The Market
Quickits Limited (UK) is pleased to announce their appointment
as UK stockist and distributor for the new stainless steel spring
return handle (024SRHSS).

The stainless steel spring return lever or deadmans handle

Tel: +44 (0)161 430 4000
Fax: +44 (0)161 494 1461
www.bonut.co.uk
sales@bonut.co.uk

Unit 12, Latham Close
Bredbury Industrial Park
Stockport
SK6 2SD
UNITED KINGDOM

Safety Valves
DF range of safety valves available
from 1/4” - 1” BSPT inlets.
Atmospheric discharge or side
outlet available
Brass or stainless steel body

Pressure Reducing Valves
Designed for caravan or domestic
use and available from 1/4”-3/4”
inlets with a variety of connections

Fusible Plugs
The Original “National” Design
Designed to protect internally fired
steam boilers
Gunmetal body construction
Fig 5, Fig 8 and 9 Fusible Plugs

Engineering Supplies

Gib Head Keys-In EN8 and other
alloys
Shaft Collars-solid or split, available
in EN1A & Stainless
Studs-Metric and Imperial, EN1A
from stock, specials to order
We also manufacture special parts to drawings and stock
a wide range of keysteel and engineers keys.
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T

he long awaited stainless steel spring
return lever or deadmans handle, as it
is sometimes known, has undergone
rigorous testing and development over the
past 12 months and is now available from
stock for same day dispatch.
The unit itself comprises of a full 304
stainless steel housing along with 304
stainless steel lever, A2 Grade fasteners
and super-duplex one piece drive coupling.
The heavy duty spring mechanism is fully
enclosed preventing the ingress of dust.

product will fill a gap in the market where
similar products fall short’
Sealed for life and requiring zero
maintenance the unit also comes as
standard with built-in locking facility
allowing the handle to be locked in the atrest position to eliminate un-authorised
operation.
For further information and pricing please
contact our sales team or visit our website.

Tested and guaranteed for 20,000
operations the standard unit is set at
24Nm operating torque with the option to
increase or reduce this by 20% either way.
Commenting on the new product Managing
Director, Rob Smith says ‘as a result
of a proto-type unit being exhibited at
Valveworld Expo, Dusseldorf last December
and due to the volume of enquiries that
we have received for such a product we
decided to carry out our own research and
searched for a supplier that could provide
an affordable solution. We believe that this

Quickits Ltd
Tel: 01623 515545
Web: www.quickits-online.co.uk

Albion Valves: Setting The
Standard In Combustibles
Albion Valves (UK) Ltd, an increasingly popular UK valves supplier
has secured ATEX approval across their range of stainless steel
valves, in order to help take the headache of complex European
legislation compliance away from their distributors.

M

aking safety a priority, ATEX is
a directive from the European
Union which requires member
states including the UK to comply
with a specific set of health and safety

Securing ATEX approval means
that the function of Albion's
stainless steel valve range is
certified for use in potentially
explosive environments

regulations, designed to minimize the risk
of fire or explosion arising from dangerous
substances in the workplace. The new
directive will become mandatory in April
2016.
The ATEX directive applies to electrical
and mechanical equipment intended for
use in potentially explosive atmospheres
including; mines, factories, sewage plants,
biomass, oil and gas, corrosive metals,
dusts and chemicals.
Securing ATEX approval means that the
function of Albion's stainless steel valve

range is certified for use in potentially
explosive environments, and guaranteed
not to spark if they come into contact with
a combustible foreign body.
The ATEX directive also requires the
traceability of products including valves and
fitting to be ensured throughout the whole
supply chain ensuring that manufacturers,
authorized representatives, importers and
distributors all guarantee that the product
they place on the market complies with
this directive.
Les Littlewood, Albion Valves (UK) Ltd,
Sales Director commented:

‘Ensuring that products and systems meet
the requirements of the ATEX Directive can
be a complex and time consuming process.
We have taken this headache away from
our distributors by doing the research and
securing approvals well in advance of the
new legislation.
The ATEX certification mark means that
the equipment is suitable for use in an
explosive or combustible environment.
Our distributors can now have peace of
mind that the products they buy are both
compliant and fit for purpose.’
Legislation enables the free trading of
ATEX products within the European,
Economic Area (EEA) by removing the need
for separate documentation and testing
for each individual European market.
Manufacturers may use a single CE mark
on their products to show compliance with
this (and any other relevant) directive.

Albion Valves UK ltd
An Albion stainless steel valve

Tel: 01226 72 99 00
Web: www.albionvalvesuk.com
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Aquabrake® Surpasses The
Traditional Limits Of Air Valves
Developing a product range to meet the standards of
new technology is something that is inherently important
for T-T Flow®, a valve manufacturer based in Cheshire.

T

he already established Aquabrake® range of air valves has
seen much advancement over the years and the latest
generation aims to solve another problem, further removing
past limitations associated with a traditional air valve.
Designed with protection, safety and efficiency in mind, the double
orifice Aquabrake® automatically allows the discharge of bulk air
during the charging phase, entrance of bulk air during the draining
phase and controlled discharge of small pockets of accumulated

air; ensuring not only a productive and secure system but one that
can provide reliable protection against the potentially catastrophic
effects of entrained gases and vacuum formation.
The innovative addition to the range boasts three configurations;
double orifice, double orifice with rapid fill protection and double
orifice with anti-surge protection. The two latter configurations
protect systems that are liable to the damaging effects of water
hammer as the state-of-the-art rapid fill protection model or antisurge version controls the discharging air rate within a safe limit.
The new models also benefit from a revolutionary aerodynamic
lightweight single chamber body, deformation resistant solid
plastic floats and proven stainless steel engineered small orifice.
The new generation of the Aquabrake® is also fully WRAS approved,
having undergone stringent testing to comply with the regulations
required for potable drinking water applications.

Unlike traditional air valves the
Aquabrake® offers unrivalled performance
through its full-bore design that eliminates
the need for internal mechanical levers that
are prone to failure, resulting in system
downtime and costly repairs.
The Aquabrake® range is available in a wide range of sizes
from 1˝BSP to DN200 rated to PN40. For aggressive fluids or
environments and wastewater applications the Aquabrake® is also
available in a stainless steel bodied version.
T-T Flow® is the specialist waterworks valve division of Cheshire
based T-T Pumps Ltd. For further information on the Aqaubrake®
series or associated products please contact the sales team on

Aquaflow Valves
Tel: 01630 647111
Email: info@aquaflowvalves.com
Web: www.aquaflowvalves.com
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Bajolock® Couplers from Smith
Flow Control Protect Workers
Operating Systems Under Pressure

The Bajolock coupler is designed for use in transfer
systems for pressures up to 10 bar (145 psi)

To prevent accidents when opening
couplings under pressure, Smith Flow
Control has introduced Bajolock®
patented couplers to its product portfolio.

B

ajolock® couplers are ideal for use in a wide range of
industries where it is common for pipes and systems to
be under pressure when couplings are opened. It is often
hard to determine the residual pressure in the system, and using
conventional couplings can be dangerous. With Bajolock, pressure
is caught and automatically equalised; any potential harmful
residue material is discharged away from the operator. Bajolock
can then be uncoupled easily and safely with a simple twist. It is
interchangeable with existing, similar couplers, enabling seamless
integration in plant processes.
Smith Flow Control’s Bajolock coupler is designed for use in
transfer systems for pressures up to 10 bar (145 psi). It is ideal for
a wide range of applications including oil & gas, petrochemical,
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shipping, pipe, bulk, medical and the food and beverage industry,
in addition to road transportation applications.
The Bajolock coupler is manufactured according to the Pressure
Equipment Directive and bears the CE mark. It is constructed
from high quality 316L stainless steel and incorporates marketleading gaskets.
For more information about Smith Flow Control’s Bajolock®
coupler, please visit the company website at www.
smithflowcontrol.com or email bajolock@smithflowcontrol.com

Smith Flow Control Ltd (UK)
Tel: +44 (0)1376 517901
Email: sales@smithflowcontrol.com
Web: www.smithflowcontrol.com

Advanced Valve Solutions Enhance
Their Knowledge Of MACOGA
Expansion Joints And Bellows
Design and Sales Engineers from Advanced
Valve Solutions have been to MOCOGA’s factory,
in A Coruña, Spain, to receive training on their
Expansion Joints and Bellows products.

A

VS has been working with MACOGA
for many years, primarily in Oil
& Gas, and is now promoting the
products within the Power and Petro
Chemical industries.
Past successes for AVS, in partnership with
MACOGA include:
Expansion
Joints
for
Hellisheiði
Geothermal Power Plant - Iceland
AVS and MACOGA have completed the
delivery of a few MWK Type Double
Hinged Units DN 1400 and DN 1000 for
the Hellisheiði Geothermal Power Plant in
Iceland.
The geothermal area of Hellisheiði
Geothermal Power Plant is in Hengill, a
mountain situated on an active volcanic
ridge. Estimate production for the
Hellisheiði Plant is 300 MW electricity and
400 MW thermal energy.

An inspection at the MOCOGA
facility in A Coruña , Spain.

AVS and MACOGA deliver Viton Expansion
Joints ATEX certified for safe operation
in Explosive Atmospheres to an Oil & Gas
Terminal.

MACOGA manufacture metal & rubber/
elastomer special engineered expansion
bellows and joints

The MAC-W Expansion Joints supplied
meet the provisions of the DIRECTIVE
1999/92/EC
OF
THE
EUROPEAN
PARLIAMENT on minimum requirements
for improving the safety and health
protection of workers potentially at risk
from explosive atmospheres. A significant
number of MAC-W Series in Viton have
been delivered to one of the biggest Oil
& Gas terminals in the North of Europe.
The terminal serves a strong gas oil
market with traditional gasoline exports to
countries such as Nigeria and the US.

MACOGA Expansion Joints are designed,
manufactured and tested in accordance
with
E.J.M.A.
(Expansion
Joint
Manufacturers Association, Inc), Appendix
BB of Section VIII of the ASME Code Div.
I, and other internationally recognised
codes (AD-Merkblatter B13m Stoomwezen
D 0901, Suomen SFS 2773, CODAP).

MACOGA manufacture metal & rubber/
elastomer special engineered expansion
bellows and joints. For applications within
Petro Chemical, Power, Geothermal, Oil &
Gas, Iron & Steel, Cement industries and
many more.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Circular joints are manufactured with
single or multiple ply with a diameter
ranging from 15 to 7000 mm.
MACOGA’s product range includes Circular
Expansion Joints for the following types:
Axial
Lateral
Hinged
Gimbal
Pressure Balanced
Jacketed
Externally Pressurised

And the following Rectangular Expansion
Joints:
• V-shaped – Camera Corner
• V-Shaped – Miter Corner
(single or double)
• U-Shaped – Rounded Corner

Advanced Valve Solutions
(UK) Ltd
Tel: +44 (0)1270 534685
Web: www.AdvancedValveSolutions.co.uk
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Orseal Safety - Critical Oxygen Service Valves
Specified For Indian Steel Plant Modernisation

ISP iron and steel plant, West Bengal

Industrial valve specialist Orseal, who provide flow control solutions for
all fluids and gases, have built up over the years considerable specialist
experience of providing valves for highly demanding applications.

T

hese include areas where extremely
high temperatures are generated
and processes where exceptional
corrosion-resistance is required.
The steel industry, where oxygen-service
valves are needed, has benefited particularly
from Orseal’s hazardous area expertise.
Oxygen service has many inherent
dangers. All materials will react with

gaseous or liquid oxygen at certain
temperatures and pressures. The
reaction that occurs can cause a fire or
even worse an explosion, which makes
it vital for companies supplying valves
to the steel industry to have a thorough
understanding of system processes
and material properties. The selection
of the wrong valve material could have
disastrous consequences.
Orseal 20 inch flanged valve in Monel

One of Orseal’s most recent oxygen-service
projects was for ISP in West Bengal, a fullyintegrated iron and steel plant that was
undergoing a modernisation programme
to increase its capacity to 2.5 million
tonnes per year.
Orseal’s Special Projects Division, which
undertakes customised valve design and
manufacture including valve packages,
supplied 20˝ FB flanged valves in Monel
for the modernisation programme. These
were trunnion mounted and suitable for
operating temperatures of up to 200°C.
Monel, which has exceptional strength,
hardness and corrosion resistance, was
an ideal material for such a demanding
application. Before dispatch the valves were
subjected to a process of ultra-cleaning to
remove all grease and any other materials
that might react with the oxygen
The valves have proven to be extremely
reliable, rugged and efficient in a plant
where the very highest standards of safety
and performance are absolutely vital.

Orseal Ltd
Tel: +44 (0) 1204 474300
Email: sales@orseal.com
Web: www.orseal.com
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Pneumatrol Stands Out
At Valve World Expo Asia

The Pneumatrol team at Valve World Asia

Lancashire-based specialist
manufacturer Pneumatrol
Limited has recently showcased
its products at Valve World
Expo Asia 2015, which was
held on September 23 and 24
in the Suzhou International Expo
Center in Suzhou, China.

W

ith a great success developed
over the years, the biannual
Valve World Expo has become an
event with significant importance for valve
professionals from all over the world to
update their knowledge of valve applications
in a variety of industries such as chemical,
petrochemical, power generation, oil & gas
and process industries.

The stand was busy
during the show

Located on stand 528, Pneumatrol has
presented its core product range of
solenoid valves for use within hazardous
and safe area environments, alongside
linear valve actuators complete with
integrated control package.
Andy Nash, Sales & Marketing Director
of Pneumatrol, comments, ‘The Chinese

market has significant potential for our
products especially within the Process
sector. During the last 18 months, we have
worked closely with our business partner
in China - Shenzhen Auto-Valve to develop
our market presence. We are very pleased
that we have achieved a great attendance
record and received tremendous interest
over the two-day period at this event. I have
great confidence in our business growth in
China, which forms a very important part of
our business strategy.’

Pneumatrol Limited
Tel: 01254 872277
Web: www.pneumatrol.com
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Pressure Tech Announces New Distribution
Agreement With Sea And Land Technologies
Pressure Tech announces
a strategic alliance and
distribution agreement
establishing Sea and Land
Technologies Pte Ltd as
the exclusive Asia Pacific
distributor for Pressure
Tech’s diving product range.

A

s a result of the agreement, Pressure
Tech’s products will be available
throughout the Asia Pacific region
including Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Brunei, Thailand, Vietnam, Philippines,
Laos, Cambodia, Myanmar and Australia.
Pressure
Tech
provides
pressure
regulators which are a critical component
to any fluid control system, offering high
quality products with all design and
manufacture performed within their UK
facilities in Glossop, Derbyshire. Since
formation in October 2000, Pressure
Tech has developed an extensive range
of high quality brass and stainless steel
pressure regulators for use on various gas
mix applications including cleaned and
degreased for oxygen service. Working
closely with customers, and listening to
their specific needs, has helped ensure
the design of products that provide
accurate control to systems, with long
term reliability in service.
Sea and Land Technologies Pte Ltd (SALT)
is a leading supplier of diverse solutions
for various markets including the
commercial and military diving markets
in ASEAN. SALT specialises in the supply
of new build Classed and IMCA Compliant
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Saturation Diving systems, Air spreads
and system integration of Air/Mixed Gas
containerised dive systems. Equipped
with a professional and experienced
staff, SALT offers robust engineering
capabilities and technical support to its
customer base in the region. With offices
in Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines,
Thailand and Australia, SALT has a
considerable presence in the subsea and
diving markets in the region.

‘This is an exciting opportunity for Pressure
Tech to expand on its commitment to
achieve world-wide recognition as a key
manufacturer of pressure regulators to the
diving market,’ said Russ Robinson, Sales
Manager at Pressure Tech. ‘We’re delighted
to be able to offer our experience and
expertise, and look forward to developing a
successful relationship with Sea and Land
Technologies.’

‘Today’s agreement is a tremendous
milestone for the company and will better
ensure that Pressure Tech’s products
for Commercial Diving organisations are
available across the Asia Pacific region,’
said Steve-Yorke Robinson, Managing
Director of Pressure Tech. ‘Not only
are both of our companies focused on
enhancing the distribution of our products,
but our brand building, marketing and
strategic sensibilities are consistent, as
well. This provides us with the foundation
of a dynamic and enduring relationship.’

Pressure Tech Limited
Tel: 01457 899 307
Web: www.pressure-tech.com

W H Tildesley Forges New Partnerships

Some finished products from the Flow Technology range

Forging specialist W H Tildesley Ltd is using its attention to
high quality and on-time delivery to forge strong partnerships
with UK valve manufacturers and component producers.

W

H Tildesley continues to grow
its relationships with the likes
of Flow Technology Ltd in West
Yorkshire. Julian Selby of Flow Technology
commented:

We look forward to continuing and
developing our relationship with W.H
Tildesley in the future and would fully
recommend the service and products
they supply.’

‘Flow-Technology Ltd has purchased
Stainless Steel forgings for many years. In
2012 we decided to change supplier due
to quality issues and the demand for EU
sourced products within our markets.

From its base in the West Midlands,
W H Tildesley forges a wide range of
components for the oil & gas, petrochemical
and process industries.

‘fully recommend the service’

Current products range in size from elbows
and tees at a few grams to parts such as
valve bodies and forged flanges up to 70Kg.

After visiting various suppliers and looking
at numerous samples, we were introduced
to W.H Tildesley. They supplied us with
one part initially and since then Tildesley
have gradually taken over the supply of our
range. The product and service they provide
is excellent from initial enquiry through to
design and documentation. Areas where
we have come across problems in the
past - for example material certification,
problematic surface finishes and size
disparity - are no longer an issue.

Phil Hobley of W H Tildesley added: ‘We
place a lot of emphasis on trying to build
a relationship with our Customers that is
more partnership in nature. When we work
with the same company and individuals
we can improve the consistency of our
service to them. We get to know which
things are critical to them, which are not.
In turn, companies come to know that
they can rely on our quality and delivery.
In a competitive market place we find this
emphasis on Customer service can make a
big difference.’

Drop hammer forging at WH Tildesley

WH Tildesley Ltd Forgings
Tel: 01902 366440
Web: www.whtildesley.com
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New Appointment For Pneumatrol
Pneumatrol Limited, the Lancashire-based
specialist manufacturer of pneumatic control
products for use within both hazardous and safe
area environments, is very pleased to announce
the appointment of Richard Over as Business
Development Manager.

‘This is a very important sales role for
Pneumatrol, Richard has historically

achieved great success in developing
significant new business on a global basis
within the Process Automation and Energy
market sectors, he will focus on gaining
new business through predominantly new
export customers. Richard’s appointment
demonstrates our commitment to invest
in the business in order to achieve our
strategic objective of international sales
growth,’ comments Andy Nash, Sales
& Marketing Director for Pneumatrol.

Richard Over

Pneumatrol Limited
Tel: 01254 872277
Web: www.pneumatrol.com
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R

ichard has more than 25 years of global
knowledge and experience within a
variety of industry sectors including the
Process Automation and Energy markets,
for the promotion and sales of solenoid
valves, pneumatic control equipment and
instrumentation products. He previously
worked for IMI Precision Engineering
(Norgren Limited) in a similar role.
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The New ATEX Directive 2014/34/EU – EU Guidance
The new ATEX Directive 2014/34/EU is to become effective for
items placed on the market from 20 April 2016.
The following “Guidance Document on the ATEX Directive
Transition from 94/9/EC to 2014/34/EU” has been published
on the official European website and is available from the
link below:
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/sectors/mechanicalengineering/atex/index_en.htm
As this document makes clear:

“… the main changes in the new Directive 2014/34/EU with
respect to the previous Directive 94/9/EC are quite limited,
and do not concern the most substantial characteristics of the
act that remain the same: scope, essential health and safety
requirements, categorization and conformity assessment
procedures.”
The most significant changes are:
•

Reference number

•

Definitions are updated
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•

Economic operators (manufacturers, authorised
representatives, importers, distributors) and their
obligations are specified.

•

Notified bodies: more detailed requirements and
procedures outlined

The guidance document has a list of Frequently Asked
Questions with answers.
Transition arrangements state that existing certificates
referring to 94/9/EC remain valid. However, any changes
after 20 April 2016 will need a new certificate. More detailed
guidance is given in the document.
Draft legislation in the UK has been discussed and will be
implemented before this date.
You are also reminded that the list of harmonised standards
under the 94/9/EC Directive is available on the EU website:
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/europeanstandards/harmonised-standards/equipment-explosiveatmosphere/index_en.htm

Alpine Metal Tech Release
New Range Of Industrial Valves
Alpine Metal Tech,
the Staffordshire
based manufacturer
of specialist machinery
and industrial valves,
has released the details
of its latest valve range.

T

he range is designed and manufactured in Burton-upon-Trent specifically for use in arduous conditions.

The high strength, heavy duty valves
are used on machinery within the steel
industry and are suitable for a wide range
of industrial and process applications. The
company also design and manufacture a
range of gas regulators.
The range includes:

Gega Solenoid Valves
‘High Strength’ design, for use in Heavy Duty
applications. They are available in a Piston
version, for 40 bar maximum operating
pressure, or a Diaphragm version for 25
bar maximum operating pressure. Both
types are available in Brass, as standard,
or in Stainless Steel, to special order.

Gega Kuppel Valves
Pilot operated, non-relieving, pressure
reducing regulators. They have the ability
for the regulated pressure to be remotely
adjusted - either manually or automatically.
These valves are unique in that the control
solenoids, for pressure adjustment, are an
integral part of the valve body.
The control (pilot) pressure is contained
within a dome on the upper half of the
Kuppel Valve. When the dome is pressurised
with a compressible media (air or gas) the
outlet pressure of a fluid flowing through
the valve will be accurately maintained at
a pressure just slightly below the dome
pressure. This slight difference in the
pressures is due to overcoming the internal
valve mechanism and can be allowed for by
setting the control pressure to achieve a
measured outlet pressure.
Gega Kuppel Valves are available in various
sizes to suit the required flow. They are
also available in various types i.e. with
internal or external supply for the control
media and with or without integral control
solenoids for adjustment of the control
pressure.

Gega ¼˝ B.S.P. Brass Needle
Valve
An inline valve which is available with a
choice of three knobs and a choice of five Inlet styles and five Outlet styles – giving seventy-five available assembly combinations.

Gega ¾˝ B.S.P. Gas Regulator

Gega ¾˝ B.S.P. Gas Regulators
Spring loaded, non-relieving, pressure
reducing regulators. They are available
in versions with the inlet and outlet inline
or with the outlet offset 10 mm below the
inlet level.

Alpine Metal Tech
A solenoid valve (left) and Kuppel valve

Tel: 01283 548848
Web: www.alpinemetaltech.com
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New Jubail Repair
Centre For IMI CCI
IMI CCI, in conjunction with local Saudian Arabian partner Al Najim Saudi
International, has held an official ceremony to commemorate the opening
of a new repair centre in Jubail, Saudi Arabia.

T

he new facility will play a key role in
IMI Critical Engineering’s continued
expansion, with its IMI CCI business
aiming to accelerate growth within the
Middle East. The global leader in critical
flow control technologies has identified
the region as key owing to ever-expanding
demand within the oil & gas, petrochemical
and power sectors across the Middle
East. The rationale behind the creation
of the new facility was that it would allow
IMI CCI to work even more closely with
its burgeoning customer base, ensuring
they continue to receive the best levels of
service and support.
Present at the event, presided over by
Amer Refai, Regional Senior Director of
IMI CCI – Middle East & Africa, were senior
representatives from both companies
as well as a number of key customers,
including Aramco, SEC and Sabic, who
attended a presentation by Fabio Giove,
one of IMI CCI’s qualified Valve Doctors®*,
highlighting some of the company’s recent
technological developments.
IMI CCI will work closely with Al Najim in
the operational management of the centre,
providing technical support and expertise.
The new facility will support installation of
IMI CCI valves in the Kingdom, as well as
after-sales and service for the complete
range of IMI Critical Engineering products.
Other services include inspection, upgrade,
full valve recertification and testing, in
addition to turnkey outage support.

IMI CCI
Tel: 0161 655 1688
Web: www.imi-critical.com/Brands/
Pages/IMI-CCI.aspx
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Metals Expertise: W H Tildesley
Strengthens Its Team

W H Tildesley forges a range of high spec materials

UK drop forging company W H Tildesley
Ltd has moved to extend its metallurgical
expertise by forming a Knowledge
Transfer Partnership (KTP) with Strathclyde
University Advanced Forming Research
Centre (AFRC).

W

H Tildesley has employed an Engineer who will work
as an Associate based on site to form a link with the
University. The tie up will allow the company to continue to
develop its forging expertise and to take on ever more challenging
manufacturing projects.
Nthambe Singo graduated from the University of Johannesburg
before completing her Dipl-Ing. at Freiberg University, Germany.
Her previous posts include time working in Germany for Silbitz
Guss and Georg Fischer.

Nthambe Singo

Phil Hobley of W H Tildesley commented: ‘We are constantly
looking for ways to add value to our offer to Customers. Within
the forging and the valve worlds we see metallurgical expertise
and experience as a key factor. The ability to anticipate and solve
problems efficiently gives us a distinct advantage over some of our
competitors. Whilst we recognise that starting cost will always be
one factor when sourcing projects, if we can systematically avoid
mistakes and speed up processing, then our Customers will often
find that the overall project cost is reduced by partnering with
a company like ours.’

W H Tildesley forges a range of high spec materials, so Nthambe
will be working with the likes of Alloy 625, 17-4PH stainless steel
, as well as F44 (6Mo) which is one of the steels for which it holds
M650 Edition 4 NORSOK approval.
W H Tildesley is partnering with the Advanced Forming Research
Centre, so Nthambe will be able to spend time at the University
of Strathclyde where any analysis or findings can be validated.
Amongst the company’s goals is to embed additional knowledge
of high performance materials in the forging process. Also to
strengthen its diagnostic process and ultimately to implement
ways to tighten control of its manufacturing variables

WH Tildesley Ltd Forgings
Tel: 01902 366440
Web: www.whtildesley.com
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New Flameproof Ranges From Alpha Controls

Alpha Controls supply a wide range
of products, including ALS Switch Box
Range and ALV Solenoid Valve Range
in anodised aluminum and SS316 to
the offshore oil and gas sectors.

I

n partnership with Chinese manufacturer Wuxi St.Hans
Air Controls E/I Co., Ltd, we also supply pneumatic valves,
actuated ball/butterfly valves, pressure switches, pneumatic
valves actuators and angle seat valves. We have a vast number
of product ranges allowing us to select the best products for
your application.
We are pleased to announce a new range of flameproof
products:

The ALV Range of Flameproof Solenoid Valves
Low Energy Electric Actuators

Average 75% Energy saving
compared to Competitor Products
•

Manufactured in the UK

•

Electric Part & Multi-Turn Actuators

•

Self-Lubricating, mount in
any orientation.

•

RIFT Driven Motor Drives (Patent
Pending)

•

Ultra-Low Energy Requirement

•

Torque Outputs up to 400 Nm,
direct mounted

•

Computer controlled setup,
configuration and adjustment,
non-intrusive.

•

Standard features include anti-condensation heater, over torque trip,
IP67 minimum ingress protection, universal power supply AC/DC, drive
orientation option, ISO5211 Mounting options from F03 through to F10,
Drive Adapters for direct mount on all major plastic or metal valves.

•

Optional features include Failsafe, Modulation, Speed Control, Torque
Limiting/Valve Protection, Automated Timer Function including
‘Wiggle’, Off Grid Capability, Working Angle or Multi-Turn Function,
Fieldbus Communications.

The Alpha Controls Ltd Range of ALV Series solenoid spool
and direct acting valves are now available for Atex Hazardous
Exd IIC T6 and safe areas in SS316 or Aluminum, in both
Namur and In-Line types. Solenoid spool valves with precision
cartridge design of spool and seals, in 3/2 way normally
closed and 5/2 way suitable for operating spring return and
double acting pneumatic actuators are also availble. Our
extensive portfolio of in-house valves and actuator packages
and ALV series solenoid valves together with a full range of
switchboxes and process products will offer you a complete
solution to your applications.

The ALS Range of Flameproof Switch Boxes
The Alpha Controls Ltd Range of valve monitors, (Limit
Switch Boxes), including the ALS and WVM Series monitors
which are used primarily for rotary position indication devices
both for local and remote valve status indication with cable or
without cable.
For more information on either range please contact one of
our technical sales team using the details below.

Alpha Controls Ltd
Eagle House, 2 Assarts Lane, Malvern, WR14 4JR, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1684 565709 | Email: sales@smartact.co.uk | www.smartact.co.uk
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Tel: + 44 (0)1942 525833
Email: technicalsales@alphacontrols.co.uk
Web: www.alphacontrols.co.uk

VALVE TRADE FAIRS
WORLDWIDE

®

Messe Düsseldorf GmbH
P.O. Box 10 10 06 _ 40001 Düsseldorf _ Germany
Tel. + 49 (0)2 11/45 60-01 _ Fax + 49 (0)2 11/45 60-6 68

www.valveworldexpo.com

www.messe-duesseldorf.de
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Webtec Answers Customers’ Calls With
New CETOP3 Stainless Steel Hydraulic
Valve Range For Marine And Offshore HPUs

Webtec, the Cambridge (UK) based hydraulic
measurement and control specialists have
launched a brand new range of hydraulic
high-pressure, zero-leak, CETOP3 / DIN3
compatible directional control valves specifically
designed for use on marine and offshore
hydraulic control / power units.

T

ypical applications include drill rigs, deck machinery,
lifting equipment and grease injection units. Designed and
manufactured in the UK, all 4,000 variants of the 280 series
valve come with full certification, including ATEX (II 3G TX). The
valves can also be manufactured and certified with full material
identification and traceability to EN10204-3.1 if required.
Martin Cuthbert, Webtec’s Managing Director, commented,
'Customers of our 180 series of high- pressure aluminium valves
that we have been making for over 50 years have increasingly
been requesting a valve suitable for harsh environments. The
new 280 series is the result of 18 months’ engineering and builds
on our current product knowledge, in a new stainless steel body
and using state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques'.
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The 280 series is rated up to 700 bar (10,000 psi) and is a shear
type directional control valve that utilises an optically flat rotary
spool with pressure loaded seats to ensure zero-leakage. The
valve body is produced from 316 grade Stainless Steel to prevent
corrosion and is factory configurable to the user’s requirements.
Variations include 6 flow patterns, 3 flow/pressure sizes, 3 types
of hydraulic seal side port, a manifold ‘O’ ring port, with optional
CETOP3 / DIN3 interface plate, straight or cranked handle, sprung
centre or detent handle action, and various mounting options.
With over 50 years’ experience in the design and manufacture of
hydraulic control valves, Webtec operate a Quality Management
System that complies with the requirements of BS EN ISO
9001:2008 which is externally audited and certificated each year.

Webtec Products Ltd
Tel: 01480 397400
Web: www.webtec.co.uk

Celebrating Over 25 Years of Excellent Service

NOW STOCKING ATEX APPROVED

VALVES & ACTUATIONS

Available for same day dispatch
at affordable prices.

www.hydravalve.co.uk

Unit 4, Noose Lane, Willenhall, West Midlands, WV13 3LW

01902 637263

sales@hydravalve.co.uk

@hydravalve
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HH Valves Breathes Life Into Webpage
HH Valves, the manufacturer of genuine Hattersley
Heaton design of valves, including cast steel gate,
globe and check valves as well as a full HH Valves
range of low & high pressure parallel slide gate
valves, has a new website.

H

H Valves Ltd has recently unveiled
a major update to their website. To
reflect the changing direction of
the company the time was right for the
webpage to have a significant facelift.
The new site incorporates all the relevant
tools required for customers old and new,
with easy to navigate pages and full details
of our range available to view at the click
of a button.

New features
Incorporated in the new site are features
such as the HH Valves project list. This
provides a view of some of the more
notable projects HH have supplied. A
recent example would be the project for
Heathrow Airport supplied via J Murphy &
Sons. A testimonial of this project will be
available on the site shortly.
Paul Demellweek, HH Valves UK Managing
Director comments:

‘The old HH valves website was outdated
and in need of modernisation, With the new
design we feel it reflects the company’s
modern approach & at the same time
gives us the ability to constantly update the
information available to our customers’.
The new site has already been well
received with increased traffic & inquires
generated. We have an experienced
team of engineers ready to assist with
our customer’s requirements and pride
ourselves on being able to provide a
bespoke solution to each client’s individual
technical needs.
HH valves has a large range of wedge gate,
globe, and check valves in stock in addition
to our extensive range of high and low
pressure parallel slide valves. We welcome
inquiries from end users or alternately
if you are an agent/distributor and have
interest in working with HH Valves in your
respective territories around the world
please contact a member of the HH team.

HH Valves Ltd
24˝ 150# wedge gate
installed at Heathrow Airport
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Tel: 01942 218 111
Email: info@hhvalves.com
Web: www.hhvalves.com
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Successful Expansion Of
Rotork Valvekits In The USA

Rotork Valvekits USA is based at this
modern facility in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma.

Rotork Valvekits, the specialist valve
mounting kit and valve accessory
company in the Rotork flow control
Group, reports a successful expansion
of its operations in the USA.

T

he announcement coincides with the launch of an upgraded
website encompassing details of the company’s activities
on both sides of the Atlantic.

Swift delivery is another Valvekits service benchmark. The new
website enables customers to obtain a same-day quotation
in most cases, often enabling delivery to be achieved within
48 hours.
Mark C. Jones, Rotork Valvekits USA General Manager,
summarises:

‘We are proud of our abilities to design and fabricate mounting
hardware for virtually any actuator/valve assembly or to convert any
valve into an automated valve system. These abilities have enabled
us to bring the successful business established by Valvekits in the
UK to our customers in the USA, including major companies in the
food, water treatment and energy industries.’

From its USA HQ and factory in Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, Rotork
Valvekits USA serves the valvemaking industry throughout North
America with the swift supply of valve and actuator mounting kits
and accessories including extension stems, linkages, spools,
gearboxes, switchboxes, brackets and panels for instrumentation.
Most products are designed to customers’ specific requirements.
As in the UK, Valvekits USA products are created in-house by
highly trained design teams and manufacturing is performed with
the latest CNC machinery and lathes. Mounting kits, in mild and
stainless steel, are designed and manufactured to the exacting
standards of ISO 9001 and can be supported with stress calculations
and final-element analysis for customer peace of mind.
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Rotork Valvekits
Tel: +44 (0)1623 440211
Email: sales@rotorkvalvekits.com
Web: www.valvekits.co.uk

10th Biennial Valve World Conference & Exhibition
10. Internationale Fachmesse mit Kongress für Industrie-Armaturen

www.valveworldexpo.com
Sponsored by:

Supported by:

Messe Düsseldorf GmbH
P.O. Box 10 10 06 _ 40001 Düsseldorf _ Germany
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www.messe-duesseldorf.de
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Problems With Your Air?
The team at Red Dragon
Ltd discuss the problems
of contaminated plant and
instrument air, and how
this can be addressed.

P

lant or instrument air is often viewed
as a clean resource and it can be, but
in practice is often contaminated due
to insufficient filtration, corrosion from
within the ring main system and ingress
through leaks and breather ports.

Installation instructions will state that
a valve, actuator etc. must be used on
‘clean, dry and unlubricated air’ but in
many plants, the air quality is governed by
the compressor/filter/dryer maintenance
regime (or lack of) without the benefit of
any objective measurement at point of
use. Pneumatic positioner requirements
will often state a minimum filtration level
to avoid failure but this doesn’t take into
account oil vapour/aerosol levels or the
water content of the air expressed as
humidity or dew point, both of which could
affect reliability of the unit.
Industries
such
as
Food
and
Pharmaceutical take a rigorous approach
to air quality because it comes into
contact with their end product and as
such, measure in accordance with ISO
8573 which classifies levels of water, oil,
particle and even microbial contamination.
Measurement of air quality and maintaining
adequate records is therefore vital for
them but does it matter in engineering or
manufacturing?

Oil is a common contaminant in air
systems and will be released to the
atmosphere through any pneumatic valve
exhaust port, air mover or leaking joint.
What would happen if one of your team was
degreasing a valve prior to it being installed
on an oxygen line, using a compressed air
blow gun to remove the solvent and the air
was poorly filtered or worse, lubricated?
If it missed ultraviolet inspection and put
in service, this valve could be a potential
fire risk.
Have you ever been in a plant where every
surface is covered with a sticky residue
from oily air? It’s not good for operators’
lungs either.

‘planned maintenance to
resolve air plant issues’

Poor compressed air quality can have
a significant impact on a business
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Do you see early failures and warranty
return claims with no obvious cause?
Maybe it’s not mechanical failure through
manufacture or operation but brought
about through contaminated air. Elastomer
diaphragms and seals can fail early when
oil is present in the air stream. Oil will
capture dirt particles and cause pilot
orifices to block. Entrained rust particles
can be abrasive. Water vapour in the air
can promote internal corrosion. Are you
told that it was only being used on clean
instrument air? Can that be verified? Can
you see a copy of the most recent audit?

Poor compressed air quality can have
a significant impact on a business
through many factors including increased
maintenance costs, increased energy
consumption and reduced product quality.
Only by measuring the delivered air quality
can you be sure of whether it is as clean as
expected. This is an excellent means to guide
planned maintenance to resolve air plant
issues before they become real problems
that can affect operations or customers.
If there is an agreement with a contractor
to manage the compressed air plant, ask
them to audit the air quality around the
plant to verify that the delivered air meets
the standards claimed. Failing that, hire or
buy the necessary equipment to perform
your own audits or where it is of particular
concern, consider installing a continuous
measurement system.
At Red Dragon, we can help with portable
or fixed measurement, monitoring and
analysis solutions for air/gas consumption
and quality. Is it time to consider if your air
quality is good enough and give us a call?

Red Dragon Ltd
Tel: 01443 772 500
Web: www.reddragonvalves.co.uk
Email: sales@reddragonvalves.co.uk

Electro-hydraulic actuators deliver
improved safety at India’s tank farms
Following an accidental
fire at the IOCL Jaipur
Terminal, an extensive
review of safety measures
recommended by the MB
Lal Committee has resulted
in the introduction of failsafe
actuators for critical tank
farm applications.

T

hese valves, known as ROSOV
(Remote Operated Shut-off Valves),
now provide tank overfill protection at
the majority of storage facilities owned by
the Indian oil industry.
The application required the valves to be
electrically operated, spring-return failsafe
with SIL2 functional safety certification
for use in hazardous areas. During the
two-year specification writing period,
Rotork worked closely with the three
main oil companies in India, providing live
product presentations, technical advice
and performance reports, leading to the
selection of Rotork Skilmatic SI/EH electrohydraulic actuators operating triple-offset

To-date, over 1600 Skilmatic actuators have
been supplied through Indian valvemakers.
All actuators are certified explosionproof
to Exd llB T4 with CCoE (Chief Controller
of Explosives) approval and SIL2 functional
safety system certification. For this
application actuators are supplied with
dual Modbus fieldbus communications and
separate local controls mounted outside
the tank bung with a local ESD (Emergency
Shut Down) pushbutton.

Rotork Skilmatic SI/EH electro-hydraulic
actuators operating triple-offset butterfly
valves are the standard for critical ROSOV
applications at India’s tank farms.

Along with the above, Rotork was also
selected to supply 4000 CP/GP spring
return pneumatic actuators to various
valvemakers for tank farm applications.
Rotork therefore took the lead as the single
vendor for failsafe actuators on tripleoffset butterfly valves on all tank farm
applications.

butterfly valves as the standard for the
critical ROSOV application.
The Rotork Skilmatic self-contained
electro-hydraulic valve actuator combines
all-electric simplicity with the precision of
hydraulic actuation and the reliability of
spring-return failsafe operation. Standard
Skilmatic features include non-intrusive
setting, performance monitoring and
configurable data logging of valve and
process data for analysis, preventative
maintenance and asset management.

Rotork UK
Tel: 0113 256 7922
Email: information@rotork.comm
Web: www.rotork.com

Warren-Morrison Valves Ltd
Announce New Valve sales Engineer!
Warren-Morrison are
delighted to announce the
appointment David Bray
as our new Valves sales
Engineer, specialising in
hydrant, diaphragm and
pinch valve manufacture.

D

avid is revisiting the valve and
actuator industry having spent
many years in an unrelated industry
David welcomes the challenge with

complete zeal and I hope you will join me
and welcome him to our collaborative fold.
David was one of the training attendees
at BVAA’s Head Office in October, where
he attended the Introduction to Valves
course run by Martin Greenhalgh,
Technical Consultant.

Warren-Morrison Valves Ltd
Tel: 01794 830505
Email: sales@wmvalves.com
Web: www.wmvalves.com
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Hydravalve Meets Global Customer Demands
By Offering Worldwide Delivery Online

Hydravalve currently has
a product range that is
expanding constantly and
aims to deliver significant
savings to customers.

While sales teams will still be available on
the phone, the improved web facility will
mean customers now have the convenience
of a 24 hour, seven day a week service.

T

The improved website will now display the
final delivery cost at the checkout. The
cost of delivery is calculated automatically
based on numerous variables. For instance,
destination, weight and service type.
Hydravalve offers both a standard and a
priority service for its shipments in the UK
and worldwide. All delivery methods are
available at competitive prices, which will
provide reliability and an excellent service.

Hydravalve, the West Midlands based
supplier of valves and actuators, has vastly
improved the online sales element of its
website. Customers, both in the UK and
in up to 155 countries worldwide, can now
order valves of any size or weight online.

The online presence of the company
has grown from strength to strength.
Andy Newman states ‘e-customers have
high expectations from companies. It’s
acceptable for a company to say they are
selling these products, but they need to
ensure that the product is in stock.’

he sales team has over 25 years of
experience of providing excellent
customer service. The company
offers worldwide shipping that is currently
available to 155 countries.
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Hydravalve is continuously seeking ways
to develop its website and services to
meet the ever-changing demands in the
market. Customer focus is at the heart of
the business, which comes naturally to the
company. It has always been the aim to
provide the best service possible and offer
customers a wide range of products, and
the sales team is proud to say this is their
biggest strength.

Hydravalve UK Ltd
Tel: 01902 637 263
Email: sales@hydravalve.co.uk
Web: www.hydravalve.co.uk

Expertise in
Flow Technology
Trade Fairs
Southeast
A S I A

www.tube.de

www.tube-southeastasia.com

www.tubechina.net

www.valveworldexpo.com

www.valve-world.net

www.tube-arabia.com

www.tube-russia.com

www.tube-india.com

www.valveworldexpoamericas.com

www.valve-world.net

www.neftegaz-online.com

www.tubotech-online.com

www.pump-summit.com

www.flow-technology.org
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New Range Of SpringDiaphragm Rotary Actuators
Alpha Controls has a new range of spring-diaphragm rotary actuators
designed and developed specifically for quarter turn ball and plug valves.

T

he ALPHA ASD Spring-Diaphragm
Rotary Actuators were designed by
using advanced spring-diaphragm
technology that focuses on the crank-shaft
and the connecting rod design.

The ALPHA ASD spring-diaphragm rotary
actuators are designed to be used with
minimal pressures when necessary and
can be operated by air, gas, water, oil or
other supply media. Our housing and

cover are constructed with a ductile iron /
carbon steel casing that is coated with a
polyester powder coating. Our independent
media room is equipped with a Buna-N
diaphragm reinforced with polyamine
fabric. These actuators are designed
to work in temperatures as low as -40°
(-40 °F) and as high as 200°F (392°F).

Features
Working conditions: Maximum
Operating Pressure: 7 bar (100 PSI)
Temperature Rating: -25° to 70°
(-13°F to 158°F)
Optional Temperature Rating: -40°F
to 70℃ (-40°F to 158°F)
Optional Temperature Rating: -15°F
to 200° (5°F to 392°F)
Rotation Adjustment : -5° to +5° and
85° to 95°
Supply Media: Air, water, hydraulic
fluid.
Note: Larger solenoid pilot valves
may be used to increase operating
speeds. Actual times may vary with
different applications. Please consult
the factory for more specific details
based on application requirements.
Torque Outputs : 31NM to 1008NM

For more information on this product range
please contact a member of our technical
sales team using the details below.

Alpha Controls Ltd
Spring-diaphragm rotary actuators Universal
Mounting Pads – Direct Mount ISO5211 / DIN
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Tel: + 44 (0)1942 525833
Email: technicalsales@alphacontrols.co.uk
Web: www.alphacontrols.co.uk

KENT INTROL TO
SUPPLY THE JOHAN
SVERDRUP OIL FIELD
KOSO Kent Introl have been awarded a
contract by Statoil/AkerSolutions to supply
more than 400 control and choke valves to
the Johan Sverdrup oil field.

The order comes as a result of KKI re-securing
a long-term frame agreement with Statoil until at
least 2020, with further options to extend to 2026.

Photo Credit: Harald Pettersen - Statoil ASA

Supporting KKI in the execution of
the contract is OME, KKI’s appointed
representative in Norway.

KOSO KENT INTROL LIMITED
Armytage Road, Brighouse,
West Yorkshire HD6 1QF
T +44 (0)1484 710311
E info@kentintrol.com
www.kentintrol.com

OME AS
Leirvikasen 39B,
N-5179 Godvik, Norway
T +47 9513 0966
E ommedal@omeas.com
www.omeas.com

Full compliance with Norsok since 1996.

KOSO Kent Introl is part of the KOSO Group of companies.

New gearbox for motorised
quarter-turn applications
The latest addition to the market-leading range of
gearboxes manufactured by Rotork Gears is a
rugged, industrial grade product designed for use
with motorised quarter-turn valves and dampers.

The ambient operating temperature
range can extend from -60ºC to +200ºC,
whilst the standard IP67 environmental
protection can be increased to IP68 for
marine, continuous submersion and buried
service duties. A firesafe option conforming
to ISO10497 is also available.

measurement system
At Red Dragon, we can help with portable
or fixed measurement, monitoring and
analysis solutions for air/gas consumption
and quality. Is it time to consider if your air
quality is good enough and give us a call?

T

he new AB550M gearbox is
manufactured as standard with
cast iron housing components,
high performance axial thrust bearings,
a protected steel input shaft and a
polyurethane coating to deal with arduous
applications and aggressive environments.
The ability to support electric actuators
weighing up to 46 kilograms and input
speeds of up to 72 rpm offers suitability for
many applications in the chemical, power
generation, water & sewage treatment,
HVAC and general industries.
With a maximum output torque of 600 Nm,
45mm maximum output bore, output flange
sizes from F07 to F16 and +/-5º adjustable
90º stroke, the AB550M will operate a large
range of ball, butterfly and plug valves, or
power and process dampers.

Rotork UK
The new AB550M gearbox from Rotork Gears
is designed for use with motorised quarterturn valves and dampers.

Tel: 0113 256 7922
Email: information@rotork.comm
Web: www.rotork.com

BVAA New Members
The following companies have joined BVAA
since the last issue of Valve User Magazine:

Matthew Lowe, U.K. Managing Director and Laurie Brain,
U.K. Business Development Manager with the BVAA plaque.
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Chris Turner, Managing Director
with the BVAA plaque

Contact BVAA Members at www.bvaa.org.uk/member_list.asp
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